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ABSTRACT
Image degradation of color aerial photography due to atmospheric
effects is spectrometrically evaluated as a function of air column depth
for the purpose of defining corrective terms for the conditions under
which the particular imagery was acquired. The theoretical development
illustrates how these terms may be used to 'subtract
out'
the atmospheric
effects of back-scatter and attenuation from the imagery. The technique
suggests that true spectral information of ground objects can be cal
culated despite the presence of atmospheric effects during aerial photo
graphic data collection.
To determine the validity of the technique, the totally airborne
method results are compared to results by methods which employed
ground truth information.
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Remote sensing of the earth's surface requires an accurate repre
sentation of the sensed object so that the ground features can be
assessed quantitatively (cf. Appendices A and B). If the imagery is
collected near the earth's surface, for aU intents and purposes, the
data may be considered to be representative of the
objects'
spectral
characteristics to the extent that gathering and processing procedures
were in control; however, if the sensing is from a substantial distance
from the object, as in aerial photography, the image is corrupted by a
great variety of materials and phenomena in the air column through
which the imagery is sensed (cf. Appendix C).
With the advent of extensive space platform utilization for remote
sensing, (cf. Appendix D) the reduction of atmospheric effects have
been studied to great length. The consequence is that many schemes
have been developed to eliminate adverse atmospheric effects . The
many adaptations of LOTRAN, HITRAN, REALTRAN, etc are but a
Q 1 Q
few of the many examples of such applications .
'
These schemes
generally require a great deal of high technology in the form of exper
tise and equipment and are generaUy cumbersome to implement because
they attempt to account for the many conditions individually in the
general case modified to the specific conditions.
' ' ' ' ' ' '
As a result, computer facilities for data processing as well as access to
some form of atmospheric sample data acquisition system are usuaUy
required.
On the other hand, there exists a requirement in the remote sens
ing industry for a method which the smaU user, who does not have
access to extensive data banks and readily available expert manpower,
could use to correct photographic data for atmospheric effects accur
ately and inexpensively.
In this study, the macro-features of atmospheric effects are ob
served and a simple and inexpensive method of accounting for
spec-
trometric degradations in the aerial imagery data which results from
these atmospheric effects is evaluated.
2. ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS
Atmospheric effects are a result of the dynamic motion of the air
and of the materials suspended in the air column. The former factor
may be considered as turbulence; whereas, the latter is often referred
to as atmospheric turbidity.
Turbulence effects are the result of atmospheric inhomogeneities
caused by energy transport mechanisms and are measured in terms of
air temperature, relative humidity, air pressure and air density. Pho-
tographicaUy , these effects are manifested in image position inaccuracies
and loss of resolution due to the atmosphere's action as a quasi-optical
element. An everyday example of these effects is evident in the form
of heat waves above a radiating surface such as a highway in the dis-
tance. Although this example is much more violent in appearance from
a ground angle than from the aerial perspective (due to the extended
path of view through a concentrated region of turbulence), the effect is
there nevertheless. Corrections for the effects of turbulence are very
difficult because of the natural randomness of these effects on a large
scale and because of the requirement for extensive data coUection for
the detailed appraisal of atmospheric conditions. At any rate, the
effects are minor and will be assumed to be negligible in the range of
distances studied.
Of much greater concern are the effects caused by the suspended
constituents in the air column. These effects can be separated into two
general categories. In one case, the light reflected from the ground
object is attenuated as it passes through an absorbing column of air
resulting in a fainter image at the film plane; whereas, in the other
case, light scattered by particles within the air column produces an





reducing the discriminatory features in the aerial image
'
(cf. Ap
pendix E). To further complicate matters, the turbidity effects are not
equally apparent at aU wavelengths. As a result, imagery acquired
through an air column is excessively reduced in contrast as weU as
incorrectly color balanced in relation to the object it is supposed to
represent.
As stated earlier and implied above, the effects of atmospheric
image degradation are proportional to the thickness of the air column.
The thickness of the air column, in turn, is a result of the aircraft
altitude and the camera look angle. Therefore, for a particular set of
atmospheric conditions for which the effects can be determined, if the
path length between the object and the film plane is known, appropriate
corrections can be applied for that particular set of aerial photographic
data. Application of the determined corrections enables accurate repre
sentation of the imaged object spectral characteristics.
3. MECHANICAL CORRECTIONS
The effect of reduced apparent object illuminance due to atmos
pheric absorption can be corrected simply by increasing the exposure
time or intensity by appropriate camera adjustments. In practice, this
is not normaUy required because the reduction of iHuminance caused by
absorption is more than offset by the increased illuminance at the film
plane caused by atmospheric back-scatter. The degree of increased net
illuminance can be countered by applying an empirical 'rule of
thumb'
which requires reducing the correct ground level exposure by 50% at
1000 ft. above ground level (AGL) and a further reduction of this ex-
3
posure by 50% at 5000 ft. or by continually monitoring the light level
and adjusting accordingly. These adjustments will produce imagery of
correct overall exposure but they will not compensate for the loss of
contrast or for the color imbalance.
To correct for color imbalance, the usual shift towards the blue
end of the spectrum caused by atmospheric effects can be compensated
for by selective filtration of the shorter wavelengths in the visible
23
spectrum .
The above method of corrections, despite their improvement of the
uncorrected imagery, still suffer from serious shortcomings if the imag
ery is to be used for coHection of spectrometric data. In the case of
the 'rule of thumb' corrected exposure method, there is no adjustment
for changing atmospheric conditions. The monitored exposure method
overcomes this drawback but does not account for the spectral shift.
FinaHy, instaUation of filters attempts to correct the color imbalance.
However, since there is no easy means of determining the degree of
filtration required at the time of photography, the method suffers ser
ious drawbacks. As a result, the mechanically corrected imagery shows
considerable improvement but is stiU not satisfactoraUy controUed to
ensure accurate spectrometric qualities . To ensure accurate spectro
metric measurements, calculated corrections must be incorporated
whether or not mechanical corrections are applied.
4. CALCULATED CORRECTIONS
A great variety of approaches for calculating the effects of the
atmosphere on remotely sensed imagery have been developed. Most of
these methods, however, serve specific applications or are very compli
cated and require a great deal of auxiliary data gathering to be put
into effect. In addition, generaUy these methods are directed to space
craft imagery applications. Several examples of such methods are 1)
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Inherent in each of these methods is a simple model which uses the
integrated atmospheric effect factors without regard for the individual
effects. It is stated as follows:
E = aR + 0 (1)
where: E = total illumination incident on the film plane
a = proportionality factor of the total illumination on the object
(including atmospheric attentuation)
R = reflectance of the object
0 = airlight (illumination incident on the film plane due to atmos
pheric scattering) other than that reflected from the object.
Despite the simplicity of this model, it accounts for all of the
energy incident on the film (where aR represents the light from the
object and 0 represents spurious light scattered into the light path)
and is unencumbered with consideration of excessive detail about the air
column (which may itself be of questionable accuracy) .
Actual application of the model involves acquiring imagery of ob
jects of known reflectances (from
'Look-up'
tables) and fitting a linear
regression curve where a is the slope and 0 is the vertical intercept as







Image illumination as a function of reflectance for a given
air column thickness.
Imagery of the same scene, at varying air column thicTknesses
(altitude and/or look angle variations), provides data for relating the
atmospheric effects to altitude. Curves depicting this relationship can
be constructed as shown in Figure 2. Similar curves can be construct




Figure 2. Atmospheric scatter as a function of air column thicknesses
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The curves provide an indication of the degree of atmospheric
scattering at different distances from the object. They can be used to
determine the adjustments necessary to represent the image in accurate
object parameters (i.e. calculating for the correct object reflectance):
ET-
0
To extract corrections for atmospheric scattering, using a com
pletely air-borne method of data gathering, further manipulation of
information from similar curves is required. These manipulations con
sist of measurement of total exposure for given air column thicknesses
of a selected reflectance object and noting the reduction of exposure
(illumination) by comparison to the exposure at the object (E ) .
This may be achieved by converting the reflectance and object
illuminance factor (aR) into attentuation and exposure form through the
foHowing relationships :
a = 1 - t (3)
where: a = absorption factor
T = transmission factor








and substituted into equation (1) gives:
E = tIR + 0


















Figure 3. Relationship of object exposure read from aerial imagery
acquired at a given altitude under given conditions to object exposure
at zero altitude . .
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In the above relationship (10), 1-a is the slope. Rearranging the
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5. SUMMARY
If known reflectances appear in the imagery, the a and 0 factors
can be determined from the relationship as shown in Figure 1. This
allows calculations of unTknown reflectances by the relationship (2) .
If reflectances information is not available, similar manipulation can
be carried out to determine the values for E , 0 and 'a'. These
o
r
values, in conjunction with a measured value of I, can be used to




The objectives of this research project were as follows :
1 . To develop a technique for calculating atmospheric scattering
and attenuation effects of aerial photographic imagery from
totally airborne acquired data;
2. To determine the corrective terms required to eliminate the
effects of the atmosphere from the imagery so that the spec
tral characteristics of the imaged objects may be calculated;
and,
3. To corroborate the above method by comparison of the totally
airborne data with ground truth data.
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III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
The store of knowledge about light related phenomena in the at
mosphere has expanded relatively uniformly through recent history with
celebrated events punctuating the occasional breakthrough. On the
other hand, application of this knowledge to image coUection appears to
have developed in historical time packets subject to the demands of the
transpiring events .
The study of light phenomena had its formal origin with Lord
Ray-
leigh's (1871) disclosure of the single scattering theory (cf. Appen
dix E) where particles, smaUer than the incident energy wavelength
(molecular), were reported to scatter light by an inverse proportionality
of wavelength to the fourth power.
This readily explained the cause of the blueness of the sky and
has since been found to be caused by molecular density fluctuations
rather than the molecular particles themselves . At the turn of the
century, a rapid succession of advancements were made by Schuster
(1906), Mie (1908), Debye (1909), and Schwarzschild (1914) in various
facets of radiation transfer theory. In the intervening years, despite
the contributions by Hansen (1935) and Stratton (1941), it wasn't until
Chandrasekhar's (1950) exact solution for multiple scattering in homo
geneous, plane parallel, conservative atmospheres that Coulson et al^
(1960) was able to produce computed tables for sky radiance for
mul-
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tiple scattering and polarization. At this opportune event, tremendous
efforts were focused on the problems of atmospheric phenomena in pre
paration for the onslaught into space. More will be presented about
these advances later.
The application of the developed theories was, as stated above,
sporadic and subject to concurrent events. The first of these was
World War I during which technology played a vital role. The senior
science of photography was united with the budding science of aviation.
In this vain, the Eastman Kodak Co. assigned Mees, Schremm and
Garvin (1923) to study the effects of the atmosphere on aerial photog
raphy. They concluded that loss of contrast resulted with increased
altitude and solved for the haze effect
'h'
in parameters obtainable by
photographic methods as follows :





E = exposure of white object
EK















= exposure due to haze (back scatter)
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The project was not exhaustively concluded because of the lack of
demand for aerial photography following the War; nevertheless the re
sults were published in a partial state of completion.
The next flurry of activity occurred as a result of the military
requirements in preparation for and in experiencing the second World
War; however, because of the necessity for security, literature of this
era is scarce. Also, because of the almost exclusive use of black and
white photography, the only apparent problem due to atmospheric ef
fects were in 1) geometric distortion due to atmospheric turbulence (not
a primary consideration in military reconnaissance), 2) loss of overaH
contrast, and 3) exposure variability due to backscatter in a variable
path length. The first of these factors was generally neglected even in
the following years when a great deal of aerial mapping was accom
plished; whereas, the loss of overall contrast and exposure variability
were easily overcome by camera controls manipulation (determined by
empirical methods and embodied in the Aerial Exposure Index (AEI))
and by the insertion of
'haze-cutting' filters. The ease with which
these problems were solved resulted in much greater attention being
directed toward optimization of resolution than to spectral accuracy
during that period
- that is, until color photographic systems became
readily available.
With the added dimension of retrieval potential through use of
spectrally discriminating systems, it became apparent that spectral
shifts would require correction. In addition to the greater demand for
spectrally accurate data, the advent of the space age and the expansion
15
of the computer industry created an explosion of research related to
atmospheric effects.
The greatest impact directed at solving the problems associated
with color correction of imagery was without doubt, exerted by the
earth resources community. The reason for this occurrence is that it
was found that one of the best methods of resource classification was
by comparison of an object's spectral signature in selected narrow
bands of radiation; however, application of Rayleigh's theory indicated
a variable spectral shift dependent on the prevailing conditions. The
conditions to be considered included altitude, view angle, solar eleva
tion, azimuth angle, amount and type of atmospheric constituents, tex
ture of the object, sensor wavelength of response, ... to mention only a
few. Of course, comparisons of imagery under different conditions, be
they spaciaUy or temporaly variable , lead to inaccuracies . Early work
by van de Hulst (1957) and Junge (1959) on the subjects of light scat
tering by small particles and on particle size distribution in the atmos
phere, respectively, allowed application of the Monte Carlo technique by
Plass and Kattawar (1968) and Fourier series expansion by Dave (1970)
to produce atmospheric math models. In general, these models take the
following form:
E(x.) = a(x.)R + 0(xp (14)
where: E = radiation incident on the sensor
a = radiation incident on the object
R = reflectance of the object
0
= radiation from back scattered light
x. = functional dependence on parameters i
16
The degree of complexity of the model employed is dependent on the
number of
xi variables requiring accounting.
Using the above model, a great many variations have been exploit
ed. Under sponsorship by NASA at the Willow Run Laboratories (since
renamed the Environmental Research Institute of Michigan), Horvath, et
al. (1969) applied corrections by correlating two channel responses,
Turner (1974) calculated separate functions of multiple atmospheric
parameters, Thomson (1975) made corrections using known crop radi
ances, Potter and Mendlowitz (1975) used dark objects as minimum re
flectance targets, Dana (1975) developed coefficients for transmittance
and path radiance, and Malila, et al. (1976) compared linear versus
conical scanning and observed the effects of variable solar, glint and
scattering angles , to mention only a few contributors . At other agen
cies, such as 1) Calspan Corp., where Piech, et al. (1977) used vari
able angle and shadow techniques, 2) Hawker Siddeley Dynamics Ltd. ,
where Farrow (1975) accounted for atmospheric constituent effects; 3)
the Canadian Center of Remote Sensing (CCRS) where Ahern, et al.
(1977) employed clear lakes as standards as well as at universities and
many other locations too numerous to mention, contributions to the
present store of knowledge were accomplished. In summary, the
methods employed included manipulation of previously mentioned para
meters, using clear lakes (or other large objects) as standard radiation
sources
,
altitude and viewing angle variations etc ... in the visual and
infrared regions of the electromagnetic spectrum for the most part as
well as extending into the ultra-violet and the microwave regions on
some occasions .
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Of late, the trend appears to be toward using very complicated
models such as LOTRAN (Low Resolution Atmospheric Transmission) and
HITRAN (High Resolution Atmospheric Transmission) in conjunction with
elaborate computer facilities to eliminate the atmospheric effects; but,
these require a great deal of resources in the form of computer hard
ware, personnel, and subsidiary sensing of appropriate parameters to
put into effect and have achieved only a moderate degree of precision.
The degree of success appears to be related to the user's ability to
collect the appropriate subsidiary parameters which implies extensive
support functions such as radiosonding and field surveys . These re
quirements negate the advantages of frequent, synoptic and inexpensive
features of remote sensing methods, be it from aerial or from
space-
borne platforms. In addition, the comple:xity of these models requires
considerable effort to process into a usable form. This often reduces
the value of the data if the purpose of conducting the remote sensing is
to supply a timely product. As a result, the latest modeling efforts
have been in the REALTRAN series. By modifying the LOTRAN and
HITRAN processes to consider fewer parameters, desktop computer/
calculators can be used to provide real time data.
In review- the overall trend has been to increasingly more complex
modeling until the recent
reassessment of the value realized from the
added complexity. Also, it has become apparent that exacting preci
sion, if it can be attained, is
sometimes secondary and may be sacri
ficed to achieve ease of access to the data and a more cost effective
program. These are exemplified by Schott (1979) in which he describes
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a method of direct thermal sensing by calibration of the imagery by
multiple altitude and parallel flight paths, by the above mentioned
REALTRAN method and by a color correction technique of infrared
aerial photography by Fleming (undated) of the CCRS employing alti
tude profiling and filtration.
This project adapts the simpler corrective methods mentioned
above. Correction terms for atmospheric effects are determined by
using altitude profiling during aerial color photographic data collection.
This method is expected to provide equal or enhanced spectral accuracy
in image processing as compared to the more complex methods and
should be particularly attractive to the smaU remote sensing enterprises .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
1 . GENERAL
In all experimentation, the objective of the experimental procedure
is to produce accurate data which may be subsequently analyzed for the
ultimate experimental conclusions. As likely as not, as was the case in
this project, a great deal of preliminary work must be accomplished
before the actual data can be reliably acquired and processed. In this
experiment, the preparatory work involved ensuring that the equipment
to be used would provide such accurate and reliable data .
For the most part, this preparatory work involved calibration of
the equipment to be used as described in the foUowing section. Data
acquisition and processing are described in subsequent sections .
2. PRELIMINARY
Sensitometer Calibration
The sensitometer used to produce the required sensitometric step
wedges was laboratory calibrated to produce a light source of 2856K.
On the other hand, the selected film (Kodak Aerochrome MS Film 2448)
is color balanced for exposure under daylight conditions (cf. Appendix
G) which is accepted in photographic references as 5500K. These
conditions necessitated that the sensitometer light source color tempera
ture be converted from 2856K to 5500K and was accomplished by the
19
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insertion of an 80B and 80D filter pack into the light path as calculated
with the use of a Mired Nomograph (cf. Appendix H). This filter pack
produced an equivalent neutral density (N.D.) of 0.6 density units..
- Filtration
The Effective Aerial Film Speed (EAFS) rating for MS Film 2448 is
set at 32 (cf. Appendix G). In order that the full range of the sensi-
tometric step wedges be utilized, the correct exposure level was calcu
lated for an initial lamp intensity of 1700 lux and a pre-set exposure
time of 1/5 sec producing an exposure of 340 lux sec.
Trial exposures using 35 mm rolls of Kodak Film Panatomic X (ASA
32) confirmed that, in addition to the equivalent neutral density of the
conversion filters
,
filtration of 1.4 N.D. would aHow a complete range
of steps on the sensitometric test strips to be exposed.
To test for correct color balance, 35 mm rolls of Kodak Film Koda-
chrome 25 were exposed and evaluated for characteristic curve response.
(The choice of Kodachrome 25 was made because of the similarity of
lighting conditions required by Kodachrome 25 as compared to the MS




This procedure confirmed that the correct choice of
conversion filters had been selected.
- Summary
To correct the light source for color balance and to attenuate the
light source so as to produce a complete range of steps of the sensito-
21




Neutral density 1.4 N.D.
Reflectance Patch Calibration
To allow a means of relating aerial imagery to ground subjects in
the anticipated verification stage of this experiment, a series of assorted
reflection patches were constructed. The purpose of these patches was
to allow a means of calibrating the reflectance of the ground subjects .
The materials used were 1) painted masonite (back); 2) painted con
struction paper; 3) assorted mounting cardboards and 4) prepared
reflection cards. The paints used in the preparation were 268/1268
grey primer and 240/1240 black primer produced by Plasti-Kote Co.,
1000 Lake Road, Medina, Ohio 44256. Painting consisted of
undercoat-
ing sections of masonite backing and construction paper with either
grey or black paint foUowed by overspraying lightly to various degrees
of darkness from an approximate distance of 24 inches. The fine mist
spray produced uniformly sprayed patches .
Small portions (approximately 1x3 inches) of each sample patch
were removed for spectrophotometric analysis.
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- Spectrophotometric Analysis
The prepared sample patches were placed in a BecTkman DK-2A
Ratio Recording Spectrophotometer and traces were made for subsequent
selection of appropriate samples. A barium sulfate sample was used as
a white standard.
Of the tested samples
, aU of the construction paper samples were
discarded because of non-uniform spectral reflectance; whereas, the
painted masonite, several types of mounting cardboard, an 18% grey
card and the 87% white card produced uniform reflectance spectra (The
criteria of uniform reflectance spectra was considered important as it
would allow for easier comparison of spectral information during the
ground truth corroboration . )
- Analysis & Results
From these remaining selected samples, nine samples, which pro
vided a range of reflectance values , were selected and coded as follows :
Masonite: M-5 - 3.2 %
M-8 - 26.6 %
M-9 - 23.1 %
M-10 - 18.8 %
Mounting Board: W-l
- 83.4 %
W-2 - 56.0 %
G-3 - 10.0 %
Grey Card G-18
- 19.8 %
White Card W-18 87.0 %
The accuracy of the assigned reflectances was confirmed by corre
lating the calculated exposures of the reflectance patches against the
assigned per cent reflectance. The analysis of this procedure produced
a mean R value of 0.979 with a standard deviation of 0.007.
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The reflectance patches were measured for both diffuse reflectance
as well as for total reflectance with essentially the same results indi
cating that no significant specular component of reflectance was pro
duced by the reflectance patches.
Camera Field Fall-off Calibration
- Purpose
Two types of camera configurations were made available for the
experimental phase of this project. These included four Hasselblad 500
EL electrically driven units and a Hasselblad 500 CM handheld camera.
The former type were equipped with 80 mm lens whereas the latter had
a 50 mm lens assembly. The four camera systems with the 80 mm lens
was the primary system which was to be used for the aerial phase of
the data gathering but the continued availability of this system could
not be guaranteed. As a result, it was anticipated that aU or part of
the ground data acquisition would be carried out with the 50 mm lens
equipped camera. Also, it was anticipated that not all of the targets
would be centrally located on the film frames and would require the
application of fall-off corrections. As a result, it was determined to
3
confirm the usual cos 6 fall-off across the camera film plane and to
relate the degree of fall-off between the two lens types.
- Method
To achieve the above mentioned confirmation of film plane fall-off,
a uniformly illuminated field was
required. The scenes were to be
24
normaUy photographed (using B&W film to faciliate processing and mea
surements) and densities observed for degree of change across the
frame radials from the frame centers. Several scenes were researched
for this purpose.
The first attempt was with an array of the calibrated reflectance
patches prepared in the previous stage of this project. This turned
out to be too complex a scene to access accurately and easily. In sub
sequent attempts, uniformly toned scenes were used.
The first attempt to prepare a uniformly illuminated scene was
attempted in a studio. The objects photographed were the ceiling and a
section of wall. Illumination uniformity measurement was attempted with
the aid of a hand held photographic light meter. Lighting was carried
out with studio photo flood lamps. The analysis of these scenes did not
produce a clear indication of the degree of fall-off as the density dif
ferences did not appear to be in any symmetrical pattern and the studio
method was set aside with the preliminary conclusion that much more
strict illumination control (as with a sensitive spot meter) was required.
The final target was a section of mid-morning sky. It was con
sidered that this scene would be uniform over the camera fields of
view. At any rate, if the field was not perfectly uniform, the camera
was to be rotated around the optical axis and the differences (expected
to be manifested in a unidirectional density gradient across the full
width of the frame) would be eliminated by averaging.
In the application of this method, it was observed that the field
was uniform, however, a density gradient of uniform slope, in all
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frames, regardless of camera type or camera rotation, was apparent.
The gradient was oriented across the frame with the dense portion at
the top of the frame. The cause of this density gradient was not con
clusively determined, but was considered to be a result (determined by
elimination of all other possible causes) of flare due to light leakage at
the magazine/camera interface during film advance when the magazine
would be dislocated slightly by the advance mechanism. This effect was
eliminated by averaging of radial density readings during this section of
experimentation. This magazine/camera was not used in any of the
other procedures .





shutter door settings. (In the
'SR'
posi
tion, the shutter doors are selected open prior to the exposure cycle;
whereas, in the
'O'
mode, the shutter doors remain closed until an ex
posure is activated by the shutter release. The
'O'
position allows
image registration on the ground glass. The
'SR'
position reduces the
time between shutter release to exposure within the exposure cycle but
may cause a vignetting effect if the shutter doors are slow and inter
fere during the exposure phase of the cycle.
Analysis & Results





positions were equally free of
image vignetting. This assessment was concluded since no difference






In the analysis of the fall-off repeatability across the film plane,
the density gradients radial from the frame center of each frame were
correlated against all other frames of the same camera type using an
SPSS (Statistical Program for the Social Sciences) library program after
conversion to exposure readings through a DLogH characteristic curve.
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The resulting R (correlation factor) values produced an overall mean
of .995 with a standard deviation of .01. The high correlation indi
cated that the density readings were very uniformly repeated regardless
of camera rotation or mode selection.
To determine the degree of fall-off the density readings (converted
to exposure values) along radials from the frame center were plotted as
a function of viewing angle (cf. Appendix J). The resulting mean
fall-off for the Hasselblad 500 EL with the 80 mm lens was confirmed to
3
be at the expected rate of cos 6; however, the fall-off of the 50 mm
equipped Hasselblad 500 CM camera was determined to be at the rate of
a simple cos6 .
- Summary






80 mm - cos 6




The intent of this project was to determine spectral variation of
imagery. Accordingly, it was necessary to evaluate film in separate
spectral regions. It was determined to carry this out by using selected
band pass filters.
- Selection Criteria
The filters were selected for their ability to pass moderately
narrow bands of visible light wavelengths. The width of the bands
would preclude overlap of wavelength measurement yet not be so narrow
as to exclude aU but the discrete wavelengths. The preferred regions
of pass should be centered at the blue, green and red wavelengths in
approximately 75 to 100 nanometer windows .
- Filter data
Survey of available technical information revealed that the Wratten
series 90 filters meet the above criteria where the red (92) filter aHows
light of wavelengths greater than 620 nanometers to pass, the green
(93) filter allows a range of wavelengths from 520 to 580 nanometer
peaking at 540 nanometers and the blue (94) filter has a window of 430
to 480 nanometers centered at 455 nanometers. (cf. Appendix K) .
AH of the above filters also pass wavelengths in the near infrared
region. To eliminate this region of the spectrum from affecting the
readings, it was determined to
select a light source which did not radi-
28
ate in the infrared region or to select a light detector which was insen
sitive in that region. If either of these methods was not avaHable,
filtration by an IR blocking filter would eliminate the undesirable wave
length radiation. A Corning series 301 equivalent IR absorbing filter
was considered suitable for this task.
- Selection
The filters discussed above were acquired and evaluated on the
BecTkman DK-2A Ratio Recording Spectrophotometer. The resulting
traces of the particular Wratten 90 series filters corresponded with the
28
published data sheet (cf. Appendix K). The trace produced by the
evaluation of the Corning 301 equivalent IR absorbing filter confirmed
the effective IR blocking beyond 720 nanometers.
-
Summary
It was concluded that the selected spectral filtration was to be
carried out using a Wratten series 90 filter set and the IR blocking (if




The main thrust, besides establishing the operating parameters for
the Joyce Loebl MK III Recording Microdensitometer. was to establish
whether or not IR filtration would be required.
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- Light Source Spectral Distribution
To determine the spectral quality of the light source of the micro
densitometer, an EG&G Spectroradiometer was used. The resulting
analysis indicated that the light source did radiate a great deal in the
IR region as was apparent in a calculated spectral power distribution
(cf. Appendix L) which shows a distribution coincident with black body
radiation at 3130K.
- Light Detector Response
The exact spectral response curve for the light detector was not
determined as the exact designation of the detector could not be ascer
tained; however, it was determined that the detector was of the photo-
31
multiplier type. Typical spectral response curve indicated that the
sensitivity of the photo tubes of this type cut off at 700 nanometer and
26
longer wavelength (cf. Appendix M) . This feature, despite the
high IR radiation of the detector, precludes the necessity of filtering
out the IR due to the detector insensitivity in the IR region.
- FHtration
Density levels are displayed by the degree of indicator pen dis
placement on the recording stage of the microdensitometer. Gradient
wedges appropriate to the contrast of the subject can be inserted into
the nulling pen drive
mechanism. This aUows the fuH range of the re
cording table width to be
utilized for low contrast samples whereas the
range may be compressed for
high constrast samples. The extent of
30
the indicator pen travel was over a width of 18 cm. The density gra
dient of the most contrasty wedge (F) avanable was given at 0.131
31
D/cm. These two factors produce a maximum density measurement
range of 2.36 D. Since the selected film type (MS Film 2448) is capable
of up to a density range of 3.6 D (cf. Appendix G), the measurement
range of the microdensitometer alone is not sufficient. In addition, the
required range would need to be further extended during the insertion
of the Wratten series 90 niters. These filters have an approximate
density of 2.0 D. (Subsequent measurement established the densities of
the a) red (92) filter at 2.17 D, b) the green (93) filter at 1.87 D,
and c) the blue (94) filter at 1.98 D.)
The method employed in extending the density range of the micro
densitometer was simply by the insertion or removal of neutral density
filters from the reference and sample light beams. The available N.D.
filter available for this purpose were indicated as having densities of
1.0 and 1.5 but measurement yield corresponding values of .85 and 1.51
respectively .
As a result of the available combinations it was possible to extend
the range of the microdensitometer to 5 . 36 D . This range was con
sidered adequate.
- Microdensitometer Parameters
The main parameter of concern in setting up the microdensitometer
was the aperture size, which was governed by the resolution required,
which, in turn, was governed by the smaUest object dimensions and the
object geometry.
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The smaUest input considered was a 3 foot wide concrete sidewalk.
The image on the film was calculated as foUows:
(15)image size = object size x camera focal length
altitude







The calculation of the effective slit width (ESW) of the
microden-
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W. = aperture width
M = total magnification
The aperture width was selected at 1.0 mm and the overaU magni
fication was calculated as foUows:
M = MO x PF




MO = Microscope objective
PF = Projection factor











Thus, with an aperture width of 1.0 mm, an image of 12.5 pm
could be resolved. This is equivalent to a 1.875 ft. object dimension
photographed from 12,000 ft. and within the required range of resolu
tion for this project.
The aperture height was not required to be as smaU as the aper
ture width since the targets were aU at least 10 ft. across. Therefore,
to aUow maximum amount of light to impinge on the detector and to
reduce the noise level, the aperture height was selected at 5 mm.
AU of the other parameters, such as the ratio arm, degree of




Analysis of the microdensitometer Ught source distribution showed
that strong IR radiation was produced. On the other hand, the photo
multipher spectral response curve indicated little or no IR detection.
As a result of the latter condition, it was not necessary to screen out
the IR with any IR absorbing fUter during the measurement of spectral
characteristics of other project imagery.
The required filtration was cahbrated as foUows:
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Red (92) - 2.17 D
Green (93)- 1.87 D
Blue (94) - 1.98 D
1.0 N.D. -0.85D
1.5 N.D. - 1.51 D
The (F) gradient wedge was used to produce a pen displacement of
0.131 D/cm.


















Several options regarding the selection of a suitable platform from
which to acquire aerial imagery were considered as foUows:
1) Calspan Corp., Buffalo, New York. (Aztec)
2) Mcintosh & Mcintosh subsidiary, Lockport, New York. (Aztec)
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3) Lockwood Mapping Inc., Rochester, New York (Apache)
4) Canadian Armed Forces (Argus, Aurora & CF-5)
5) Oshawa, Ontario firm
6) Glen FaUs, New York firm
7) Toronto, Ontario firms
Of these, the last four were rejected because of the many antici
pated logistical difficulties. The remaining three candidates were aU
viable but Mcintosh & Mcintosh was judged to be the best alternative on
the basis of cost effectiveness and accessibility . Lockwood Mapping
Inc., though within easy access of the Rochester Institute of Technol
ogy, suffered the handicap of being fix configured with a large format
(9% inch WUd/RC-10) camera. (The cost of 9h inch film and processing
is substantiaUy greater than for 70mm format systems . ) Both Lockwood
Mapping Inc. and the Calspan Corp. offered rates that were substan
tiaUy higher than those offered by Mcintosh & Mcintosh to the extent
that the simple cost factor was a major determining consideration in the
selection of the Mcintosh & Mclntosh-Aztec aircraft as a photographic
data acquisition platform. Besides the cost advantage offered by Mcin
tosh & Mcintosh, the photographic system used by this enterprise
encorporates a four camera array (using Hasselblad model 500 EL cam
eras), which quadruples the data acquisition capability per fUght at
only the cost of the
additional film.
Accordingly, arrangements to charter the Mcintosh & Mcintosh
aircraft for photographic data acquisition were put into effect.
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- Medium
Color reversal film (Kodak Aerochrome MS Film 2448) was used for
photographic data coUection. The selection of this film type was based
on the foUowing considerations (cf. Appendix G):
1) positive film to facilitate visual perception,
2) uniform peaking of the spectral sensitivity curves,
3) uniformly balanced spectral dye density curves, and
4) coincidence of the blue, green and red characteristic curves
for normal exposure with the recommended development.
Processing facilities, as recommended by the Eastman Kodak
Government and Education Markets Services, were accessed through
Precision Photo Laboratories, Inc., 5758 North Webster Street, Dayton,
Ohio 45414.
- Method
The imagery was coUected in both the vertical and the stand-off
modes as shown in Figure 4 below. Four simultaneous exposures were
made at altitudes of 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 6,000, 10,000, and 12,000 ft.
The selected target areas were centered over (cf. Appendix N) :
















From within the frames of target #1, it was possible to include
secondary targets throughout the R.I.T. campus. Though these secon
dary targets were not precisely below the aircraft, the angle distance
was considered in the air column thickness calculations. The air column
thickness in the case of the vertical configuration was simply the alti





Figure 4. FUght configuration during imagery acquisition.
In the stand-off case, the air column thickness was a function of
altitude and view angle such that;
Air column thickness = Altitude (AGL)/cos (view angle) (18)
In the stand-off exposures, the targets were selected so that the
azimuth angle was near
90
to avoid specular reflection from the objects
being photographed. (Ref. Figure 5.)
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The photography was carried out between 11:30 A.M. and 1:00
P.M. 10 August 1981. (The indicated times are daylight savings times
which translate to 10:30 to 12:00 in standard times.)
Figure 5. Photographic geometry
The weather during the photographic mission was sunny for the
photo runs at the 1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 ft. altitudes; partly cloudy at
the 6,000 ft. run; and cloudy for the 10,000 ft. and 12,000 ft. runs.
As a result of the cloudiness, the R.I.T. target was missed at 10,000
ft. and the exposure may have been influenced by the cloud back-
scatter and changing lighting conditions at the target for the other
targets photographed from higher than 4,000 ft. altitudes. The ir
regularity in hghting conditions most certainly disrupted the assumption
of uniform illumination at the imagery (a necessary assumption due to
lack of iHumination data). These effects are clearly visible and are
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pointed out in forthcoming sections. Visibility was only 7 mUes due to
the very heavy haze. This produced a high attenuation as is apparent
in the attenuation factor calculation in subsequent sections.
Two of the cameras were set at the measured ground exposure of
1/250 sec @ F/8. The other units were used to overlap the indicated
exposure by one complete step, varied by the diaphragm setting to gain
exposures of 1/250 sec @ F/5.6 and 1/250 sec @ F/ll for the overexpo
sure and the underexposure conditions respectively.
-
Summary
Arrangements were made to charter an Aztec aircraft capable of
accepting an array of four Hasselblad 500 EL cameras. The basis of
selection was governed by cost and camera configuration factors .
In gathering the aerial data, 70 mm color reversal film was used
and subsequently processed by Precision Photo Laboratories Ltd.
The aerial imagery included an assortment of targets . The
imagery included vertical and stand-off geometry over altitudes ranging
from 1,000 to 12,000 ft. The angles viewed were selected to avoid
specular reflectance. Photography was accompUshed at the maximum
avaUable light period and was assured by exposure overlapping.
Weather conditions were marginal as a result of cloud build up
resulting in unavailable imagery at 10,000 ft. of some targets. The
changing conditions
precluded uniform Ulumination and may also have




In an attempt to reduce the variables within the experiment, the
same camera and film batch were used in the ground truth imagery
acquisitions. The camera was tripod mounted and pointed verticaUy at
the sample areas of the selected targets acquired during the aerial data
acquisition phase. (cf. Appendix O) The iUumination conditions were
selected to duplicate, as closely as possible, the conditions apparent
during the acquisition of the aerial imagery. The conditions were only
verified by exposure readings and visual observation of weather, sun
angle and cloud conditions. (It was expected that exposure variations
would be processed out through the D Log H relationship during data
processing. ) An assortment of reflectance patches was placed around a




The camera type, film batch and illumination conditions apparent in
the aerial imagery acquisition stage were duplicated in the coUection of
ground truth data. Previously cahbrated reflectance patches were
included in the frames of target sample areas as a means of cahbrating




As discussed in the introduction, image degradation is caused by
the turbulence and turbidity of the air column through which the illu
minating Hght must pass. Turbulence was assumed to be negUgible and
was not considered in this investigation; rather, this experimental pro
cedure concentrated on observing atmospheric effects due to turbidity.
The math model which accounts for atmospheric turbidity is reiter
ated as foUows;
ET
= aR + 0 (19)
In the above equation, the atmospheric scattering effect on
Ulumin-
ation is given by the term 0 and the attenuation of the iUumination due
to atmospheric absorption is embodied in the term a.
In this experiment, imagery from a series of altitudes and view
angles of a variety of reflectance surfaces in separate spectral bands
was processed and analyzed in an attempt to determine the degree of
atmospheric scattering as a function of air column thickness.
- Atmospheric Scattering
The value of atmospheric scattering 0 at any given air column
thickness can be extracted for each spectral band by observing the film
density of images of objects of known reflectance as shown in the hypo




Figure 6. Film exposure of objects of differing reflectance
at a given air column thickness
SimUar plots at different air column thicknesses will give different
values of 0 as a result of increased scattering with increased air column









Figure 7. Atmospheric scattering at different air column thicknesses
This method has been previously tested with reasonably reliable




shortcoming in this method however is that it relys on standard reflec
tance targets within the imagery which are either known or assumed in
order that a plot (as in Figure 6) can be constructed.
To achieve an entirely airborne method (direct method) of deter
mining reflectance values of ground targets, the degree of atmospheric
scatter can be determined by a 'back
door'
approach. In this process,




Y Alt + Eq (20)
A number of these measurements at different altitudes of the same
target aUows regression to be carried out on the function whereby the
exposure at ground level (E ) can be extracted as shown in Figure 8.
NOTE : The function may not be of first order nature as
shown above, (20) nevertheless, regression would permit




Figure 8. Total exposure as a function of air column thickness
(altitude)
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The determined values of the exposure at ground level can then be
input into a linear relationship as foUows:
ET
= (l-a)E + 0 (21)
where: a = absorption factor
to give:
ET
= xE + 0 (22)
This relationship can be further rearranged through the foUowing
sequence of manipulation in which
EQ
= IR (23)




= tIR + 0 (24)
Substitution of





= aR + 0 (27)
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A schematic design of these relationships is shown in Figure 9.
Figure 9. Components of light incident on the film plane
The term representing atmospheric scatter (0) is the same in both
of the expressions (22) and (27). Therefore, by inputting measured
values of E and values of E determined through regression of the
relationship (20) into the linear equation (22), the intercept term 0 can







Exposure at ground level (E )
Figure 10. Exposure at fhght altitude compared to exposure at
zero altitude
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Comparison of the 0 terms determined directly from aerial imagery
through equation (22) with the value of 0 determined from ground truth
values of reflectance in equation (27) should then indicate the validity
of the measured atmospheric scatter by the airborne method in rela
tionship (20).
Assuming good correlation of the two values of 0, in actual prac










R = -TT- (29)
Ground Truth Data
- Initial Processing
Initial processing of data included data generated from a Ust of aU
19 sample targets (cf. Appendix O). The densities of the array of
reflectance patches surrounding each sample target patch as weU as of
the sample targets were read on a MacBeth Model TD504 transmission
densitometer. The sample target density measurements recorded were
the calculated means of 6 to 12 density measurements (number of obser
vations depended on the target complexity) of the sample target. In
some cases, replicated exposures were produced of the array/sample
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target views. (These were subsequently averaged to give a mean re
flectance for that target). AU of the targets were evaluated under
visual, red, green and blue fUters integraUy instaUed in the MacBeth
TD504 densitometer.
The recorded density measurements were input into a computer fUe
DLOGHGND (cf. Appendix P). The first four rows give the density/
log exposure relationship of the attached sensitometric step wedge.
The columns 1 through 6 give the step number through no fUter, red,
green and blue densities and the log exposure respectively. Lines 21
to 101 form a 3 dimensional array of 22 columns, 10 rows and 8 levels.
The columns represent each target, the rows give density values for
each reflectance patch as weU as for the sample target and the levels
are a result of the four spectral bands with two levels per band. The
spectral bands were ordered with the no fUter case leading, foUowed by
the red
,
green and blue fUtration cases .
This data fUe was input to a calculation program REFLECT (cf.
Appendix P-2) through control program REFL (cf. Appendix P-l) in
which the density values were reformatted, log exposure values related
through the DLog H characteristics, and exposure curve values com
puted (cf. Appendix P-4) . The exposure values were output into data
file EXPOA (cf. Appendix P-3).
This data fUe was, then, separately accessed and segmented into
individual spectral arrays from which the last line of each array (corre
sponding to the
exposure of the sample target) was removed. To each
array a 23rd
column was added containing the caUbrated reflectance
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values of each patch (R ). The column values were then correlated
against the caUbration reflectance values of column 23 using an SPSS
routine (cf. Appendix P-6) to produce scattergrams and statistical data
(cf. Appendix P-6). The purpose of this was to exannne the accuracy
of the reflectance patch caUbration.
The resulting scattergrams were then used to determine the un
known reflectance (R ) of the sample targets through a relationship as




Figure 11. Exposure and reflectance correlation of ground truth
targets
- Re-run
FoUowing assessment of the results of the initial data processing,
the density data was re-read and the
cycle repeated with a reduced
target Ust of 7 targets (refer to the analysis section for reasons for
re-calculations) .
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In the first processing run of the aerial imagery, as in the ground
truth imagery, aU of the targets (cf. Appendix O) were used. The
imagery was observed for density variation on a JOYCE LOEBL micro
densitometer with no fUtration and in the red, green and blue spectral
bands as separated by the Wratten series 90 fUters . The densitometer
indicator deflections were recorded and input into data fUe DLOGH1
rows 22-97 (cf. Appendix Q) . Rows 1-21 of this file provide the den
sity/log exposure relationship of the sensitometric strip attached to the
front of this film and rows 98-116 give the amount of displacement (in
1/4 inch steps) from the frame center. The columns of rows 1-21 pro
vide the foUowing:
column 1 - sensitometric step numbers
columns 2 to 5 - no fUter, red, green and blue density values
column 6 - log exposure values
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In the remaining rows 22-116, the columns 1 to 7 relate to the alti
tude steps in increasing order from ground level to the 12,000 ft. fUght
level. The data in rows 22-97 is in terms of microdensitometer indicator
deflections. Each spectral region comprises 19 lines - one for each
target .
The DLOGH1 data fUe was input into calculation program FLIGHT
(cf. Appendix Q-2) by control program FLIT (cf. Appendix Q-l) which




calculation of density values
-
calculation of log exposure values
-
calculation of exposure values
-
calculation of faU-off correction factors
-
correcting exposure for faU-off
-
calculation of air column thickness
The program FLIGHT, through FLIT control, output the corrected
exposure values to output data fUe EXPOFLT (cf. Appendix Q-3) . The
output data file was then segmented by spectral band (cf. Appendix
Q-4), reduced in length to eliminate zero values where target exposures
were unavaUable (cf. Appendix Q-5) and input into an SPSS scatter
gram Ubrary routine SCATFR (cf. Appendix Q-6). SCATFR correlated
the exposure columns 2 to 7 for each altitude with the reflectance of
the ground truthed targets (as calculated in the previous section) to
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produce a plot (as illustrated in Figure (12) below) and statistical in





Figure 12. Correlation of exposure (E) with percent reflectance
of sample targets
Atmospheric scatter (0) is read as the intercept and the atmospher
ic attentuation (a) is read as the slope of the plot. The applicable
values are listed in Table A below.
- Rerun
In a subsequent run, (explained in detaU in the analysis section
foUowing) the data was reduced to 7 targets as acquired from altitudes
of 2,000, 4,000, 6,000 and 12,000 ft.
The same sequence of computation, as in the initial run, were car
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input data file - REDO (cf. Appendix S)
control program - FLIT (cf . Appendix S-l)
main program - FLIGHT (cf. Appendix S-2)
output data fUe - EXPOREDO (cf. Appendix S-3)
The resulting 0 and a values are Usted in Table B.
Table B
Atmospheric Scatter (0) and Radiation (a)
Factors at Different Altitudes (using Ground Truth












2,000 .202 1.86 .161 1.82 .156 2.18 .274 0.58
4,000 .313 1.28 .353 1.00 .253 1.55 .299 0.63
6,000 .315 1.37 .301 1.01 .290 1.45 .339 0.57
12,000 .454 1.35 .539 0.18 .381 1.79 .426 1.28
Direct Aerial Data
- Initial Processing
To calculate for atmospheric scatter directly, the values of total
exposure (ET), as a function of altitude, were assumed to be linear in
the region of observation. First order linear regression was carried






Exposure of a given target as a function of altitude
The resulting values of exposure at ground level (E ) were insert
ed into the relationship describing the exposure at altitude as a function
of ground exposure modified by a transmission factor (t) and atmospher





A further regression was carried out on this relationship as a
means of determining the transmission factor and the atmospheric scat
tering. The directly calculated values are given in Table C below:
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Table C
Atmospheric Scatter (0) and Transmission Factors (t)
at Different Altitudes (using Direct Calculation With
No Ground Inputs)
Altitude No FUter Red Green Blue
ft. 0T0T0T0T
1,000 -0.0531 1.10 -0.0151 0.95 -0.0668 1.14 -0.0172 1.11
2,000 0.0688 0.93 0.0516 0.91 0.0763 0.90 0.0583 0.93
4,000 0.1655 0.78 0.0690 0.94 0.1484 0.76 0.1756 0.58
6,000 0.2420 0.64 0.1386 0.70 0.2219 0.66 0.2117 0.68
12,000 0.4128 0.45 0.2335 0.56 0.3830 0.45 0.4008 0.31
- Re-
run
As was the case for the ground truth reflectance
re-
calculation
and the atmospheric scattering effect re-calculations with ground truth
reflectance values, the atmospheric scattering was re-calculated for the
direct approach.
For this series of calculations, the relationship between exposure
and altitude was not assumed to be first order linear (as it was in the
initial calculation). The values were plotted graphicaUy and a curve
fitted by sight. Linear first order curves for
three altitudes (2, 4 and
6 thousand feet) and for the four altitudes were also computed by
regression. A schematic illustration of the curves is shown in Figure







Figure 14. Curve fitting applied to the exposure versus altitude
relationship
The calculations for atmospheric scattering were carried through
with the resulting 0 values for direct calculations given in Tables D, E
and F.
Table D
Atmospheric Scatter (0) Calculated With a Non-Linear
Exposure vs. Altitude Assumption (for 7 targets)
Altitude No filter Red Green Blue
2,000 .104 .053 .064 .115
4,000 .253 .225 .198 .200
6,000 .270 .226 .244 .209
12,000 .373 .426 .301 .208
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Table E
Atmospheric Scatter (0) and Transmission Factors (t)
Calculated Assuming a 1st Order Linear Relationship
Between Exposure and Altitude













2,000 0.0649 .896 .0645 .831 .0750 .874 .0627 .892
4,000 .2774 .415 .2282 .610 .2332 .524 .1806 .590
6,000 .2686 .529 .2439 .463 .2647 .518 .2157 .580
Table F
Atmospheric Scatter (0) and Transmission Factors (x)
Calculated Assuming a 1st Order Linear Relationship
Between Exposure and Altitude













2,000 -0.0313 1.190 .0268 .971 .0321 1.075 -.0415 1.356
4,000 .1848 .736 .1977 .720 .2073 .645 .0755 1.031
6,000 .1848 .771 .2143 .561 .1963 .733 .0563 1.222




In the caUbration of the reflectance values of the ground truth
sample targets, two checks were carried out on the accuracy of the
data. These tests included 1) the accuracy of the density measurement
of the sample targets and 2) the accuracy of the reflectance values
assigned to the reflectance patches.
The accuracy of the density measurement was determined by com
puting confidence intervals as a percentage of the target densities.
For a 0.05 risk of error, the mean percentage confidence intervals
were:
simple targets = 2.8 % (of target densities)
complex targets = 3.7 % (of target densities)
The accuracy of the assigned reflectance patch values was evalu
ated by correlating the values against the observed exposures (through
o
a DlogH relationship). The calculated correlation factors (R ) provided
an indication of the accuracy. In this process 176 targets were con





















for an overaU average: XR2 = .9811
176
After discarding the sample target which had a correlation factor
2




In the calculation of the 0 term from the aerial data, continuous
analysis was carried out. This was necessary since, in most cases, the
next step to be undertaken depended on the accuracy of the result of
the previous step .
The first step of analysis occurred when the exposure versus the
altitude relationship was examined. In this analysis, the exposures, at
each altitude, were plotted (ref. Figure 14). On these plots, a non
linear 'best
fit'
curve was appUed by sight or a 1st order linear
regression calculated. A comparison of the fit of the curves indicated
that, in the region of measurement,
the 1st order linear appro:ximation
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was appropriate. Using this approximation, the values of exposure at
ground level (Eq) were calculated by regression and used in the sub
sequent calculations. It was observed that the deviation of the mea
sured exposures at higher altitudes were much less than at lower
altitudes. The likely explanation for this is that, at higher altitudes,
the degree of scatter was much more easUy observable and less subject
to observer error.
The resulting values of atmospheric scatter were scrutinized at
this stage for vahdity. This was achieved by regressing the calculated
atmospheric scatter values against altitude in up to 3rd order model
fitting by the least squares method and observing the deviation of the
calculated values . (The calculations were carried out for the nominal
altitudes and for the calculated air column thicknesses with essentiaUy
no difference being apparent. In forthcoming calculations, the nominal
altitudes were used.) The observed deviations were considered not
significant for the no fUter and blue band cases with moderate, but
acceptable, deviation in the red band. The deviation in the green band
2












The above correlation factors are for the 1st order case which was
selected as the most appropriate from optimization of R values and
standard errors of estimate for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd order regressions.
As a result of the above calculations, the foUowing correction
curves were calculated for atmospheric scatter through any given alti
tude for the prevailing conditions during exposure:
0N
=
.289 Alt + .1514
0Red
=
.151 Alt + .1343
0^
=
.108 Alt + .1937
^Green
0^, = .236 Alt + .1435
^Blue
The general relationship of the above correction curves can be
stated as :
0T
= yAlt + 0q (31)
It was noted that the intercept should ideaUy have passed through
the origin (except for internal camera flare, which would have been
very low for the camera models used); however, the discrepancy was
noted and considered to be the result of data error (or of incorrect
model selection) and not significantly pronounced at the higher altitudes
where the errors were significantly less.
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Direct Aerial Data
To assess the accuracy of the directly calculated atmospheric scat
ter measurements, they were compared to the measurements of atmos
pheric scatter calculated using ground truth (i.e. 0 values in Tables A
& C). In quantitative terms, the direct method calculation was taken as
a percentage of the ground truth calculated value. (The ground truth
values were assumed correct as a result of the ground truth data check
at the beginning of this chapter.) The resulting percentages are Usted
in Table G below.
Table G
Comparison of Atmospheric Scatter Values
of the Direct Method as a Percentage of Atmospheric
Scatter Values by the Ground Truth Method (using 19 targets)
Altitude % no fUter % Red % Green % Blue
1,000 -31* -8* -26* -12*
2,000 35 40 97* 33
4,000 59 42 64 67
6,000 71 49 65 66
12,000 86 74 88 94
* These values can be discarded as obviously invalid since negative (-)
0 values are not possible. The 97% Green value was a consequence of
an abnormaUy low value in that position in Table A.
The values in Table G include some invahd entries which are a
result of the extremely low values of the 1,000 ft. altitude of the
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directly calculated 0 values and the apparently low value of the 2,000
ft. /green value of the ground truth 0 value.
A further assessment of the comparisons was performed in the form
of a plot of the ground truth 0 against the 0 by the direct method for
the initial set (cf. Appendix T). In the resulting plot, it is evident
that the directly calculated 0 approaches the 0 by ground truth calcu
lations at the higher altitude but diverges at the low altitudes.
2. RE-ASSESSMENT
Due to the large discrepancy between the 0 calculated by the
direct method and the 0 calculated using the grouth truth method, a
re-assessment of the complete method was undertaken. To this effect,
the list of targets was scrutinized and only the targets which appeared
to be the most accurately measured were considered. The criteria used
for selecting or discarding targets was as foUows:
- discard targets for which erratic exposure values were calculated
- discard targets for which data is incomplete (i.e. no imaging at
an altittude
-
at the 1,000 and 10,000 ft. altitude levels).
- examine the spread of data points for each target in a band over
the four altitude levels. If the spread is excessively large,
and/or too much error in density readings is suspected:
- re-examine original data
- if necessary, re-read density values and re-calculate sub
sequent steps
- if spread is stiU excessively large, discard the target
- compare exposure values against known reflectance characteristics






As a result of the above discrimination, the selected target Ust
was reduced to the foUowing targets:
-
asphalt in front of School of Photographic Arts and Sciences
(SPAS)
-
asphalt and red brick quadrangle
- RIT tennis court - red
- RIT tennis court - green
-
asphalt behind SPAS - Ught
-
asphalt behind SPAS - dark
-
asphalt RIT parking lot
'F'
Using this abbreviated target Ust, the entire experimental proce
dure was repeated with the exception of re-reading the image densities
on the microdensitometer.
This calculation was not restricted to the assumption that the expo
sure, as a function of altitude, was a linear relationship but was tested
as explained in the data processing section of this paper.
RE-RUN
The re-calculation yielded the 0 values Usted in Table B, D, E &
F. The comparison of the 0 values calculated directly as a percent of
the 0 values by the ground truth data are shown in Tables H, I & J.
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Table H
Comparison of 0 Values Calculated by the
Direct Method Using a Non-Linear Exposure to Altitude
Relationship Expressed as a Percent of the 0 Values
Calculated by the Ground Truth Method (using 7 targets)
Altitude % No FUter % Red % Green % Blue
2,000 51 33 41 42
4,000 81 64 78 67
6,000 86 75 84 62
12,000 82 79 79 49
Table I
Comparison of 0 Values Calculated by the
Direct Method Using a Linear 3 Altitude Exposure
to Altitude Relationship Expressed as a Percent of the
0 Values Calculated by the Ground Truth Method (using 7 targets)
Altitude % No FUter % Red % Green % Blue
2,000 32 40 48 23
4,000 88 65 92 61
6,000 85 81 91 64
Table J
Comparison of 0 Values Calculated by the
Direct Method Using a Linear 4 Altitude Exposure
to Altitude Relationship Expressed as a Percent of the
0 Values Calculated by the Ground Truth Method
(using 7 targets)
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Altitude % No FUter % Red % Green % Blue
2,000 -15 17 21 -15
4,000 59 56 82 25
6,000 59 71 68 17
12,000 62 77 63 12
4. SUMMARY
The caUbration of the ground truth data was accompUshed with a
very high degree of accuracy as was indicated by the very narrow
confidence intervals and by the very high correlation factors. As a
result, the 0 values for the ground truth case were also considered to
be very accurate since they incorporated these reflectance values. In a
subsequent step, the accuracy of the ground truth 0 values were con
sidered to be sufficient so as to permit their use as control values in
the percentage comparison of the direct 0 values. (It was recognized
that some error may have been experienced in the ground truth 0 calcu
lation due to errors arising from the density measurement; however,
these errors would also have been incorporated in the direct calculation
of 0 thus, most probably producing
a cancelling effect in the compari
son.)
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The means of the percentage comparison appear in Tables K and L.
Table K
Mean Values of the Direct 0 Values as a Percent
of the Ground Truth 0 in Terms of Spectral Regions
Table
X%Nq Fnter X%Red X^Green XnfcBlue
G 63 51 72 65
H 75 63 70 55
I 68 62 77 49
J 60 55 58 18
Table L
Mean Values of the Direct 0 Values as a Percent
of the Ground Truth 0 for Differing Altitudes
Table
Altitude
(ft) G H I J
2,000 36 42 36 19
4,000 58 73 76 56
6,000 63 77 80 54
12,000 86 72 -- 54
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The overaU mean percentage values for each method are Usted
below :
Table X ., ,
method
G - 62 o.
H - 66 %
I - 64 %
J - 47 %
The tables correspond to the methods as foUows:
Table
G - linear (19 target) method
H - non-linear (7 target) method
I - linear (7 target) 3 altitude method
J - linear (7 target) 4 altitude method
VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
1. PRELIMINARY CALIBRATION
In the preparation of equipment, the preliminary calibrations were
very successful in that the correlation factors used as a measure of
data vaUdity were extremely high. Particular success was evident in
the determination of accurate reflectance patch values. The preliminary
experimentation also identified a rehable degree of faU-off for each of
the camera types .
Other preliminary procedures were routinely accompUshed. The
invested time to accompUsh these calibrations with thoroughness proved
helpful in the steps that foUowed.
2. DATA ACQUISITION
The attempt to calculate the values for atmospheric scattering
effects directly from airborne data can be considered a qualified suc
cess. The main mitigating qualifications include 1) very poor avaUable
weather conditions during the data acquisition and 2) the experimenter's
unfamUiarity with the equipment and the processes encountered in this
project. These two factors precluded the acquisition of error minimized
data.
In the first case, the excessively cloudy conditions during the




uniformities in illumination. This is apparent in that some calculated
exposures for some targets in some spectral bands decrease with in
creases in altitude (an anomaly to the general trend). Another possible
outcome, due to the cloudy conditions during the aerial photographic
period, is that the spectral quaUty of the illumination may have been
altered (possibly evident in that the above anomaUes were apparent in
some spectral bands but not in aU) . The final result of the cloudy
conditions was that some of the targets were obscured at some altitudes
thereby reducing the overaU data base; particularly, from the stand
point of altitude profiling.
In the second case, the inexperience suffered by the experimenter
most probably contributed to erroneous data acquisition particularly in
the density measurement stage. Further, not only are machine errors
possible (e.g. excessively noisy traces of the red spectral band) but
poor technique (e.g. image positioning on the microdensitometer speci
men stage) and the lack of experience (e.g. knowing the most rehable
method of determining the displacement of the density indicator) are
suspected of being major contributors of erroneous data despite the
care taken to minimize these occurrences.
Considering these two serious drawbacks the results are very
encouraging .
3. DATA PROCESSING
Despite the apparent logic in the theoretical development of the
manipulations to arrive at the atmopsheric scattering by the two
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attempted approaches, the results may have been more closely com
parable had the illumination been measured and incorporated in the
calculation to determine the other factors in the relationship (namely the
a and the x values) and to find 0. No comment regarding validity of
the calculated values for these factors can be expressed since they
were not sufficiently controUed. In addition, they may very weU in
fluence the calculated values of atmospheric scatter.
NOTE: The x value was obviously in error at any
time that it exceeded 1.0 (as it frequently did in the
data) since it is not possible to have a transmission
factor greater than unity (ref. Tables C, E & F).
4 . SUMMARY
In the analysis section above, the conditions of best results are




non-linear exposure to altitude relationship; and,
- trend toward higher altitudes
The probable reasons for these conditions of best results may be
ration-
ahzed by the foUowing logic.
In considering the spectral bands, the data from the red band was
the most susceptible to noise, the blue band produced the weakest
signal and the no fUter suffered from averaging; thus, the green is
most accurate by default.
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The non-linear exposure vs. altitude relationship is the most
logical model. GraphicaUy, this can be visuaUzed as being a relation
ship which is asymptotic to some maximum value.
The trend to greater accuracy at higher altitudes can be explained
by the observation that as the total atmospheric effect increases, the
error is likely to be a smaUer ratio of the total effect. The result is a
smaUer apparent error. The mean accuracies achieved were approxi
mately in the 70% range (i.e. an error of 30%).
Notwithstanding that the calculated values of atmospheric scatter
ing are by no means optimized, considering that this was the 'first
cut'
at the technique by this experimenter, the results are indicative of the
inherent potential. Supporting evidence for this optimism stems from a
comparison of the results of this method with other weU estabhshed
methods. Discussion (ref. personal communication with Schott) has
revealed that it is not uncommon to consider the results of simUar weU
researched techniques to be usable if they approach an accuracy factor
of 2, to be reasonable if they approach within 30% error and to be
exceUent in a range of 10% error.
Using the method developed in this project, an experienced oper
ator using imagery acquired under aerial survey conditions can be
expected to be able to reduce the approximate 30% error achieved in
this project.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
The experimental results of this project are very indicative that
the atmospheric scattering effect of the relationships developed in the
theoretical discussion of this paper are achievable by a completely air
borne method, i.e. the direct approach. The possible incorporation of
error in data acquisition and the lack of illumination data (which was
probably not sufficiently uniform throughout the data gathering period)
preclude conclusive confirmation of the theoretical development; never
theless, more experienced machine operation and imagery acquisition,
under better conditions, is expected to yield results equivalent to or
better than other simUar methods currently in use.
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VIII . RECOMMENDATIONS
It is the opinion of the author that the objectives of this experi
ment are achievable. To facilitate future attempts, should they be
forthcoming, the foUowing recommendations may weU serve the realiza
tion of success:
ensure that data is avaUable for at least the altitude levels
attempted in this project (i.e. at the 1,000, 2,000, 4,000, 6,000,
10,000 and 12,000 ft. levels) in order that an accurate profUe
may be examined.
exercise extreme care to maintain a constant illumination level
throughout the data acqusition period and, if possible, observe
coincident illumination levels, either at ground level or at the
data acquisition platform or both.
If, for some reason, future attempts of determining the atmos
pheric scattering effect faU to be accompUshed by the direct method,
the next approach may be to determine the relationship by which this
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Percent Reflextance at 0.65 (jm
Figure 16. Spectral signature values of corn leaves and clay soU
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BRUV = Backseatter radiometer
inUV
L1DAR = Laser scaiterometer
LH = Laser altimeter
ACCS = Atmosph. composition
correlation spectrophoto
meter
RaPo = Radiometer polarimeter
MC = Metric camera
MSC = Multispectral camera
MRC = Mulliresolution camera
MSS = Multispectral scanner
IRS = Infrared scanner
IRR = Infrared Kid iometer
IRSP = Infrared speeiro-photomete'.
SAR = Synthetic aperture radar
M \VR = M icrowave rad iometer
MWSR = MW scan, radiometer
MWSC = MW scaiterometer
TT = Tracking telescope
RBSP = Radiation budget spectro
photometer
SCR = Selective chopper radio
meter
UVPH = UV photometer
Figure 17. Typical examples of the
utUization of remote sensing
techniques for earth resources (ER) surveys^/
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Log luminance cf ground objects






Darkroom - including wet area
Computer - Xerox Sigma 9
Studio - including photo lamps





- from Mcintosh and Mcintosh, Lockport, N.Y. 14094
RoU Film Processing
- EA-5 Chemistry
- Precision Laboratories Inc., 5758 North Webster St.,
Dayton, Ohio 45414
Spectrophotometer - BecTkman DK2A Ratio Recording
Spectrophotometer Ser # 073503-1000165
Equipment
Sensitometer - Kodak Model 101, Ser # 892, Step Wedge 101-892
Densitometer - MacBeth TD 504, Ser # 1042, CaUbration levels:
0.98D, 1.97D and 2.96D
Microdensitometer - Joyce Loebl, Mk III CS Doublebeam Recording
Densitometer




- Hasselblad 500 CM
- 50 mm lens
- 120 film magazine
- 70 mm magazine
Ser # UI163764
(on loan from the Canadian Armed Forces)
- Hasselblad 500 EL (4 ea.)
- 80 mm lens
- 70 mm film magazine




(on loan from Calspan Corp . , Buffalo , N . Y . )
Camera Mount
- 4 camera array
- with Hasselblad mounting brackets
(on loan from Calspan Corp . , Buffalo , N . Y . )
Camera Intervalometer
- 4 camera remote control
- electrical




Light meter - Luna six 3
Ser # 7B02892
(on loan from the Canadian Armed Forces)
Spectroradiometer - EG & G Spectroradiometer
Ser # 159, B1108
Calculator, Table Top
- Hewlett Packard 9815A
3 . MisceUaneous
FUters










- Kodak Aerochrome MS Film 2448





MS FILM 2448 (ESTAR BASE)
Kodak Aerochrome MS Film 2448 (Estar Base) is a
very fine grain, medium-speed camera color reversal aerial
film. This film has excellent coior rendition, good image
quality, and is specifically designed for processing to
produce reversal transparencies. The 4-tnil Estar
Base provides good flexibility, good dimensional stability.
and very high resistance to tear. 2448 Film has an
abrasion-resistant emulsion, an antihalaiion undercoat,
and a fast-drying backing. The thin, hardened emulsion
provides sharpness and permits high-temperature rapid
processing in roller-transport processors.
Note: Kooak Aerochrome MS Film 2448 (Estar Base), pro
cessed to a negative, was the base of the Aero-Neg Coior
Process for many years. Kodak Aerocolor Negative Film
2445 reolacea 2448 Film in the Kooak Aero-Neg Color Pro
cess. Kodak Aerocolor Negative Film 2445 is specifically
designed for processing to produce color negatives, nas im
proved color balance, and is aoout two /-stops taster than
2448 Fiim when processed to a color negative. See the section
on "Color Negative Fiim
'
in this Data Book for further infor
mation on 2445 Film.
APPLICATIONS
Kodak Aerochrome MS Film 2448 (F.star Base; :s for
low- to medium-altitude aerial-mapping and
aerial-
reconnaissance photography. This film produces positive
color transparencies suitable for projection, direct view
ing, or as originals for making color prints on Kodak
Aerochrome Duplicating Film 2447 (Estar Base).
BASE AND BACKING
A 4-mii Estar Base with 2. fast-drying backing (Backing
CodeB-11).
TOTAL FILM THICKNESS
The nominal total fiim thickness including emulsion (0.8
mil), base (4 mils), and fast-drying backing mil) is 4,3
mils.
GEL/BASE RATIO
For 2448 Film (.8/4), r = 0.2
WEIGHT
The weight of2448 Film (unprocessed), in equilibrium with
50 percent reiauve humidity is 0.036
lb/ft2
SAFEL1GHT
This filmmust De handled and processed in total darkness.
SENSITIVITY
A multilayer coior reversal film balanced for daylight ex
posure.
Figure 20. Kodak Aerochrome
AERIAL EXPOSURE DATA
Effective Aerial Film Speed
Daylight (no filter) 32 (based on development in Process
EA-5).
Typical Camera Exposure
A typical exposure for Kodak Aerochrome MS Film
2448 is approximately 1/500 second a./'4.7. This exposure
is based on the following conditions a clear day. a soiar
altitude of40 degrees, and an aircraft altitude of 5000 feet.
In an aerial camera equipped with an antivignetting filter, it
is important to adjust this typical exposure by the filter
factor of the antivignetting filter used.
Filters
No color filters are used with this film, although a haze
filter, such as a KodakWratten Filter HF-3 or a Kodak
Wratten Filter, No. 2B (or equivalentsi, may be neces
sary for reducing the effects of atmospheric haze.
IMAGE-STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS
These data are based on processing in Process EA-5 chem
icals.
Resolving Power
Test-Object Contrast 1000:1 -30 linesunm
Test-Object Contrast 1 .6:1-40 linesunm
Diffuse RMS Granularity Value 12 (read ac u :n'^
diffuse density of 1.0).
PROCESSING IN KODAK
ROLLER-TRANSPORT PROCESSORS
The following cycles are for processing Kodak
Aerochrome Fiim 2448 in EA-5 chemicals.
Note: For a list of firms eau,cpea to offer machine processing
of Kodak Aerochrome MS Fiim 2443 iEstar 3ase!. Ante to




i Kodak EA-S Chemicals for Processing Kodak Aerochrome MS
! Him 2446 (ESTAR 3ase)
EA-5 Prenaraener and neplemsrer
EA-5 Neutrahzer ana Reoiemsner
EA-5 First Developer
EA-5 First Oeveiocer Reoiemsner
EA-5 First and Second Stop 3a:ri ana Recier
EA-5 Color Oeveiooer
EA-5 Color Oeveiooer Reoiemsner
EA-5 Bleacn and Reolentsner
EA-5 Fixer ana Reoiemsner
EA-5 Stabilizer ana Repienisner







Sensitivity = Reciprocal of the exposure (ergs/cm2) required to produce a density of 1.0 above D min.
Measurements were confined to the 400- to 700-nanometer region.
Spectral Oye Density Curves
Process EA-5
Spectral densities of dyes yielding an Equivalent Neutral Density (END) of 1.0 with D 5000 viewing illuminant.
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"| 3400 K Photolamp
1 500-Watt
























































32C0 K to Daylignt (5500 K)
3400 K to Day!:ght (5500 K)
3300 Kt to Daylight '550C K)
4200 K. to Davlight (5500 K)
Figxire 22. Conversion filters for color film
28
80A Blue 2 -131
803 Blue \Vi -112
eoc Blue 1 -81














DIFFUSE RMS GRANULARITY VALUE: 9
(Read at a gross diffuse density of 1.0,
using a
48-micrometer aperture, 12X magnification.
RESOLVING POWER VALUES:
Test-Obiect Contrast 1.6:1 50 lines per mm
Test-Obiect Contrast 1000:1 100 lines per mm








Distance from frame center (cm)
Figxire 24a. Degree of exposure falloff as a function of distance
from the center of the frame (i.e. optical a_cis) for a






Distance from frame center (cm)
Figure 24b. Degree of exposure falloff as a function of distance
from the center of the frame (i.e. optical axis) for a
Hasselblad 500 CM camera equipped with an 50 mm lens
APPENDIX K
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Wratten Series 90 Filters
200 300 400 500
PERCENT TRANSMITTANCE -1 * 1 3
600 700 800 900
WAVELENGTH No 92 No 93 No
400 _ _
10 _
20 - _ _
30 - 1.2
40 - - 4.9
50 - - 8 5
60 - - 83
70 - 4.7
80 - - 1 4




30 - 4 07 --
40 - 6.02
50 - 4 37
60 - 2 00
;o - 0.68
80 0.24










90 37.4 - -
700 83.0
1 X - 2





200 300 400 500 600 700
WAVELENGTH (Nanometers)
800 900




10 % - 1














Green. Used with No. 92 and 94 for densitometry measurement of color
fiims and papers.
.1 % I 3
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Figure 25. Data sheet for




(j watts /cm *nm
.7
Wavelength (nm)













Figure 27. Relative spectral response curve of a typical photo
multiplier
tube25












1. Red stained wood
- dark floor S.P.A.S. building 4th floor
2. Red brick
- in front of S.P.A.S. front entrance
3 . Concrete
-
sidewalk pattern in front of S.P.A.S.
4. Grass
-
within sidewalk pattern above
5 . Concrete
-
cross walk in front of S.P.A.S.
6 . Asphalt
- in front of S.P.A.S.
7. Grass
-




9. Red Painted Asphalt
- tennis court R.I.T.
10. Green Painted Asphalt




12. Asphalt - light
-
rear entrance to S.P.A.S.
13. Asphalt - dark
-






15. Green painted asphalt
- Riverton tennis court
16. Concrete






















Input Data File - DLOGHGND
r if; o m o n tr oi c n
i?-




n oi cm *r c-j cr cd






^ in ir. ir c "i n cr cd en r_ cr. -^
r- f en cr r.










































































































































































































































































r-j r-j r* CD
C-J












cd r- in ^ c-j rt en as cd ^ n ^4 o c-4 n in cd cd oi r^ cd in in c-j c-4 c-4 in cd in in
<s-
<* cd c-j rt rt ?t






o in c-4 r^ in ^4 cd oi cd






h- in * n n c-.1 < rt t-* o
incoc-jrteDoic,inco<s-cDriin^-nc,icDCD*
r- cd in in c-4 c-4 ^4 in cd oo cd cd c-4 n c-j c-j r-
rt rt CM rt
c-4 n ^ itj c-4 <r r c-4 cd c*i oi n r-4 n <f -^
cd r-^ in in rt n ^4 c-4 cd cd
*
rt en di in <* in n
^ * CM -r^ ~1 ^<
oi n in n rt cd rt r-j i-i cd r-4 cd in oo n r-j cd
oo r^- in in rt r-j cm cm cd oi r^ cd in m cm c-j c-j in
ncicn c-j cm c-j rtrirtOOOooooooooonrtninrocoNNon cm oiaiinoicocDc-4
n en in ^ ^4 rn en cm ro en ^ ro _n n cm rt o en cd
r^ in in r-4 c-4 r-4 cd r^ rj c-4 en en cd t n ri rt
NOcotrttDinrJCJioionNNrtrtrtHrtrtO
rt r-1 CM rt ^ ,_,
nn cm cm cm rti-irt ^4 0lCD cm cm o *^-r--rtnc2 i-^ rt<*m
rt ^4 n * in cd r^ cd en rt n n ^ in cd
r-- oo oi rt en r- in cd cm ri ^4 r-j cd en en iv in cd cm n cm cm r--
r*,OOOC>OC>00**^^r^<^^*^r^,T~'^r-'^~i^^tT^it'i,^ '
' ' ' ' ' " " ' " " '
.
Q' O
rt ^ ^H ^




-_ rtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrtrt cm cmcm c-j cmcm cm cm cm CMnnnncincinniPi*
s-
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rt 10 m con k c, 01 .
r-
d cr r c- r-' f
^
r co cj cd cd r-j h cr co en en cn
r- ir.' c-/ cd cd cr
cd cd cd cm co r-j cm p- tr r- cd cd cd en ro r j r-j y ^ cd f n r. in ^ *-
*
cm <r in r. r:
r- r-.; -< r.
- CM ,,









r-- cm i^ r-- r^ cd cd tn in in rt cn rt en cr '^ r^ cd ti". r-- rt cd n ai cn r-4 n cr; ^ ^ rt rx; cr.
rt r-.> c
in ^ tm en cd ^ ^ n en cc en T-< rt cc o:
s- a-
r"
ro en r^- cd in in rt r-j cm cm ce in r^ pi it. f
i- cm cm r-. co
**B",,..*.t.>..*.i.B.B.. ....l....'*
r-j i-i : ,-< t>j _i , f,j rt ^-* t* -^
in co oi cm tm co in in cd oi Is- ^-. re in cm cm cd oi m cd r-> in cd pi r-4 cd r- cd -^ th en m oi en r-4
co rt cc cd in cm co cd cd in en cd en r-~ p- r-j
t-
n n r- cr o * th cd m ro co r-4 cm in in
<s-
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(\J rt rt TM





rt tm n * in co r^ cd oi rt r-j n * in co
ri- oo oi rt tm n ^ in cd i^ cd 03 rt r-. n <* in cd ri oo oi
> ^*****<^*^ininin_oiftLnininir;intDcotoeBtococoeDtDCDr^ri-^ri.ri-r--ri.rvpir^
h
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ro cm v ^ 01 in r-; in cd ld w in in
tr>
co in tx r-.
c-
ro ro n i r-j r- r-.- - ~ ro
-





-."....._._ L _ . . . . .
2 m 2 ^ S - B K N r- ^ N N u- r-J v> cc cn cm <j-<r cd <a- ro co oo r-4 rt r-j f p rj -e co n oo r-J r- ^ } t
^r co pi ro pi dd cn r- c k u:. ir i-
>s-
n cd in pi oo oi -
<r i-i cn pi co ro ro r-j r-j co r-i r-j <t n n r-j rt n
<s-
CM rt c-J -rt
cm in cd co cm in cd cn r.
<a- <a-
m cm rM co pi cn *- cn oi
oi in
<s-
ro ro en cm th r- * cd Lr. m
j-
>* cd cm -^ cm cd r^
--H
iH -H
01<S-pirtcOPiPiCD Pi fifCnCDinrtCDCD CM CD
"=s-







ro ro pi r-4 rH rt n C' cr as cd co r-j ro r-4 r-j i- cn
rt rt ,-4^4 ._
cocori-cDincnrtCMi_>cMcncoCDCDCDCDrcD
pi r- CD *
<-
CM CM OJ m ro f in ^r CO CO CM rt CM
1-
CD
H iH _< rH
mcooortrtri-cMCDCDinrtOcortrtpicncDoocDrt
CMCMcocococDCMrtrtroTi-oi|i-ri-nrorMrMCOpi













oo in co co oo in r-j in en ri pj co co co co
in *
3-




m * co n n r^ r-4 i-i ih n m cm n n n ca cm rt i-i n *
i-l r-l i-4
CDCDrt COrtC0inPiCDCOPiCDCDC-JinC0CDCDCM
rtn>s-nnpi cm rHrtrjconnnnco cm rt,-inn
rl rH rH rH rt
nrtn*nn*piCDcnn<s-cDi:J*ri-in<4-
pi n * n n ri cm th th ro
s-
r- in * f cn cm cm w
^t- pi
irt i-l rt rt
CD CM rtCDPirtOlrt rjmn CM rtClCDCOCnOinCD
in co co
=!-
t-i c-j t-i Vi ca pi in
i-









CO n CD CD CD ri Vi CD 01 CM 01 n C CD in CD 01 rt p- pi
<U- <s|-
*t n n CD t-i n rt rf CD Vs Vi * PI CO CM rt CM t rt




n n oo cm rt r-j
^-





rtrt'fcnn'it-nnri cm rtrtn in




t-t Vi <t n n ;2 cm rt r-j ^ co cn
ri co in cm n t-i cm r-- oo
. . . . rv
rt rt rt LU
Picon oicDpiOicon t-i
r^cnoiri-cDCDi-













03 rt r-j n + in cd
r^ cd cn -1 cm n <if rj eo r^ cd cn h ?
> cococDcaa3cccc)a3 0C'Oioioioicncnoioioicnuj





























limit (core, 24) . (time, 2) , (uo, 50)
set m.si/reflect
set f:i05/dl0ghgnd.gs1i4jj0. in















3.000 DIMENSION ALOGH < 10 , 22 , 3 )
4.000 DIMENSION HX< 10,23,8)
5.000 READ (105,80) ( ( D ( L . M ) , M=l , S ) , L= 1 ,21 >
G.000 80 FORMAT ( 13 , 4F4 . 2 , F5 . 2 )
7.000 READ (105,82) ( ( ( GR ( N , J , K ) , J= 1 , 22 ) , N= 1 , 10 ) , K= 1 , 8 )








, T10 , 'N
'
, T20 , 'R
'
, T30 , 'G
'
, T40 , 'B
'
,
11 .000 1 T50, 'LOGH')
12.000 WRITE (108,92) ( ( D ( L M) , M=l ,S ) , L=l , 21 )
13.000 92 FORMAT ( 13 , 4F1 0 .2 , Fl 1 . 2 )
14.000 WRITE (108.95)
15.000 95 FORMAT ( '0 ', //T3 , 'DENSITY VALUES - N,R,G,B'/)
IS. 000 WRITE (108,97) ( ( ( GR( N , J , K ) , J= 1 , 22 ) , N= 1 , 10) , K= 1 , 8 )
17.000 97 FORMAT (22F5.2)
18.000 DO 10 N=l,10
19.000 DO 20 J=l,22
20.000 DO 30 K=1,B
21.000 IF (K.LE.2) M=2
22.000 IF (K.EG.3) M=3
23.000 IF (K..EG.4) M=3
24.000 IF (K.EQ.5) M=4
25.000 IF (K.EQ.S) M=4
2G.000 IF (K.GE.7) M=5
27.000 DX
= GR(N,J,K)
23.000 IF (DX.GT.D( 1 ,M) ) ALGGH ( N , J , K ) =D ( 1 , S )




(DX.EG.D(LA,M) ) ALOGH ( N , J , K ) =D ( LA , S )
3<?*000
I!r <DX.GT.D(LA,M) ) GO tq aq
33JO00
IF <DX.LT.D(LS,,11) ) GO TO 40
34*000
DENDIF = D(LA,M) - D(LB,M)
35*000
DIcLOG ^ D(LS,S) - D(LA,S)
3S*00O DXDIF
= DiLA.M) - DX
37*000
RATDX = DXDIF / DENDIF
38*000
ALQGH(N,J,K) = (RATDX * DIFLQG) * D < LA , S )
IF (DX.LE.D(21 ,M) 5 AL3GF( N, J , K ) = D(21,S)39.000
40.000
HX(N,JrX; = 10#*(ALQGH(N7 J,K) )

























































, 'LOG EXPOSURE VALUES - LOG H -'/)
( ( ALOGH (N, J,K> , J=1,22) ,N=1. 10) ,K=1,8)
, 'EXPOSURE VALUES - H - '/)
( (HX(N, J,K) , J=1,22) ,N=1,10) ,K=1 ,8)
10
IF (N.EQ.l) HX(1,23.K) = .0320
IF (N.EQ.2) HX(2,23,K) = .1880
IF (N.EG.3) HX(3,23,K) = .2310
IF (N.EQ.4) HX(4,23,K) = .2EG0
IF (N.EQ.5) HX(5,23,K) = .1000
IF (N.EQ.6) HX(6,23,K) = .5G00
IF (N.EQ.7) HX(7,23,K) = .3700
IF (N.EQ.8) HX(8,23,K) = .8300
IF (N.EG.9) HX(9,23,K) = .1980
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1 .000 !JOB 6S1I4JJ0. DGS0YNUiSZIK,7,R0SS.
2 . 000 ILIMIT (CORE, 22) , (TIME, 4) , (UO, 100)
3 . 000 !RUN (LMN.SPSS rLMNLIB2)
4 . 000 !DATA
5.000 RA =50
7.000 PAGESIZE WIDE EJECT
8.000 VARIABLE LIST Ai ,A2,A3,A4,A5,AG,A7
10.000 N OF CASES UNKNOWN
1 i , 000 INPUT MEDIUM DC/EXPQFR
12.000 INPUT FORMAT FIXED (7F12.4)
13.000 SCATTERGRAM A2 TO A7 WITH Al
1 4 . 000 OPTIONS 4
1 5 . 000 STATISTICS 1,2,3,4,5,6
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Ln ro ro ro ro ro in m o ro ro ro ro lo p ro ro p ro ro ro ro m ro n cm
rH ri rt
in in jo 'jo in in
^r o p p * o in p rt cd ro o pj ro
i-
rt rt cn c -< <& ro
ro in ro ro p Ti m in ro ro n ro in ro ro in p n itj lo
i-
14
n p uo oj t ro * :j pj ---j c^ cm ro in + ro .n ro p rj m to ro ro n >- > r-. ^ q cd r--j o
lt- cm cn ro ro -i to
^j-
p in ro 'n m ro -m q o c t -< <t n oi n h m -i c o 'jj o q
rt i-4 -^ ^^ 1-4 r-j r-j C-J i-i i cm -rt rt _h rt r-i c--i r-j
~ ~~
o z. o 5 \ -5 r 5 -o 5 75 5 5 -5
~
5 3 3
ro r- cn ro
~
-i c-j ro t n ro p ro ro c- -> ~-\
,-i
-r in ro p ro ro --j n
=
t. --ri p ,-q
ro ro ro ro
^ P r^ ----- p -. p .p -- ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro cn ro ro ro -ro
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1.000 ! job ss1i4jjo,dsgoynm1szik,7,ross. a. j. szydlik
2.000 ! limit (core, 24) , (time, 2) , (u0,50)
3.000 !set misi /flight






EOF HIT AFTER 9.
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1.000 DIMENSION DIST ( 1 9 , 7 , 5 )
2.000 DIMENSION DL0GH(21,S)
3.000 DIMENSION ALOGH ( 19 , 7 , 4 )
4.000 DIMENSION DENSI ( 19 , 7 , 4 )
5.000 DIMENSION EXPOC ( IS , 7 , 4 )
G.000 DIMENSION EXPOS ( IS , 7 , 4 )
7.000 DIMENSION CFACT ( 19 , 7 , 4 )
8.000 DIMENSION ALT IT ( 19 , 7 ,4 )
9.000 READ (105,80) ( ( DLOGh . L , M) , M= 1 , G ) , L= 1 , 21 )
10.000 80 FORMAT ( 13 , 4F4 . 2 , F5 . 2 )
11.000 READ (105,82) ( ( ( DI3T ( N , J , K > , J= 1 , 7 ) , N= 1 , 19 > , K= 1 , 5 )
12.000 92 -ORMAT (7F5.2)
13.000 WRITE (108,90)




, T10 , 'N
'
, T20 , 'R
'
, T30 , 'G
'






IS. 000 WRITE (108,92) ( (DLOGH ( L , M ) , M= 1 , S ) , L= 1 , 21 )
17.000 92 FORMAT ( 13 , 4F10 . 2 , Fl 1 . 2 )
18.000 WRITE (108,95)
19.000 95 FORMAT ( '0 ', //T3 , 'DISTANCE * MICRO-D DENSITY VALUES ')
20.000 WRITE (108,97) ( ( ( DIST (N, J , K ) , J=l , 7) , N=l , 19 ) , K=l , 5 )
21.000 97 FORMAT (7F10.2)
22.000 DO 10 N=l,19
23.000 DO 20 J=l,7
24.000 DO 30 K=l,4
25.000 IF (J.EQ.l) GO TO 45
26.000 M = K+l
27.000 IF
(K.EQ.i1 DENSI (N, J, K) = DIST( N, J , K ) * 0.131
23.000 IF (K.3T.1) DENSI CN, J, K)
= ( D 1ST ( A , J , K : * 0.121) + 1.7
--S.00O DX = DENSI(N,J,<>






33.OOO '-? !DX.2.DL0GH(LA,M> ) ALOGH ( N , J , K ) =DLDGH < _A , )
000 Ir < DX.G~. DLOGH (
LA,M ) ) GO TO 40
35 .'000 IF ( DX.L7. DLOGH ( L3 , M) ) GO TG 40
3S 00q DENDIF
DLOGH < LA, M> - DLOGH <L3,M)
27^000 DIFLGC
= DLOGH (L3,S) - DLOGH ( LA, S)
^3 "000 DXDIF = DLOGH ( LA, M) - DX
39 ."OOO RATDX
= DXDIF / DEMDIr
40.000 ALOGH ( N, - .-K)

































70 . 000 72
71.000



























, DLOGH (21 ,M) ) ALOGH(N,J,K)
K)
= 10**<AL0GH(N, J,K) )
DL0GH(21,G




IF (J. EG. 5) HITE
IF (J. EG. 8) HITE












HITE * (1.0 / COS(RAD) )
1.0 / ( (COS(RAD) ) ** 3)

















WRITE (108,62) ( ( (DENSI (N , J ,K ) , J=l
FORMAT (7F12.4)
WRITE (108,70)
FORMAT ( '0',//T3, 'LOG EXPOSURE VALUES -
WRITE (108,72) ( ( ( ALOGH( N , J , K ) , J=l , 7 ) ,N= 1
FORMAT (7F12.4)
WRITE (108,75)
FORMAT ( '0',//T3, 'EXPOSURE VALUES
WRITE (108,77) ( ( ( EXPOS (N , J ,K ) , J=l , 7) , N= 1
FORMAT (7F12.4)
WRITE (108,76)
FORMAT ( '0',//T3, 'EXPOSURE VALUES





. //T3, 'CORRECTION FACTORS -
WRITE (108,73) ( ( ( CFACT ( N , J , K ) , J= 1 , 7 ) , N=
FORMAT (7F12.4)
WRITE (108,84)
FORMAT ( '0',//T3, 'ALTITUDE
- AIR COLUMN
WRITE (106,66) ( ( ( ALTIT ( N , J ,K ) , J=l , 7) ,
N= 1
FORMAT (7F12.0)
























1 9 ) , K = 1 , 4 )
1, 19) ,K = 1 ,4)
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00 0 0000000000(j)OPrt*POOOOOO
o o o o o o o o o o o o o r-j m p
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
oooooooominmoinoo
o p o o o o o o o o o o o in n n o o
oooooooooooooopnrooriooooooooooooooro's-'i-pooo
o o o o o o o o o o o in in
*
p ro o o o o o o ro in ro ro in o
proroppnmnOT*<*>*OT<*oromnrtCDinrorortrsj*i-co.j-inoooonn_j"











pncnocDmrt<fm*optDnororooo<*pma3nmmop cm rorocaroo r-j ooomro
ca * p cn m m n n n n m p cn p o * o o o o n m o p rt o co cm m p n ro rt o r-i o ro
ocnr-jmrtcatnrtcnortcaprtomnooocDOPOi-mmrt^rrtPtnPOMc-ioocoro
f m pi ro r-i rt m n * m m r-i o p n o o ca ro m r-j o m rt m m n m * m -^ o ca ro n ^r
oo oonooooQOocon^oowOrtinu-oncMOOOPoopo ro ao ro m ro




o o o ro o ro ro n -ro ro m *r
roops-ooc.ooaaNrooop-J*,*mrtor--jmoOrt<5-r~oo(T!roromC'
rt o *oootoot**ooon(jj m ro o m
^ in o <* ro
-3-
ro ro p o r-j
.-* o .-^ *.
<""
"' O o Z 3 Z C-
.-. ^ .-. ^ o o ro
55 o o coo o ro
^. ,-. ca p ro rt ca r-i m m ro ro p m r-i m ro ro ro ro n ca
rt cn p ? t *r ro <p rt i-4 73 ;n >. (>
po conroccTrorororr
~r "-J CM P4 -
-
:-i m m p ro m cm m




p =r ro -- rt
<a-
_ -4 -4 ;,| rt





~- a ro c- pj ro rr
:j C-l r-, M Pj
ro
c-j
'n .-. -n <
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rt cn m n
rt <* p- P
p p co
Vi t ro n
ooooooociooncMPininooooooooortC-i'=i-*i-
o o o o o o o o co ro <* ro in o o o o cm ro p n m
ooooooooooronroroMooooooon pi ro-rt









m cn m p m rt n
^-
n rt o. rt cn m * m ro n n p c-j oo m * n * p th p.j r-j c-j rt
roromnmproprocapmmr-jro=<-nrom<a-cMrocDnrtinnr-jrtcnpr-jr-jron
pmm roprortrtCDrtPonin n cm copppcd r-j tnroncanm cm rtsfco




<* rt o o * o o m >* m n m p m rt o n i-i o o ro m n ro ro r-i * <*
o o o o o o o o o o o o
OO1 oooooooo ' o o ""
ooooooooooooooooooooooooooO OOOOOOOO '
ro rt m ro rt p m r-i ^p cd
"5-
r-i c-i c-i n n ro m * n m ro p r-i ro m ro m m p rt p cd cn ro r-i ro
....... .................... ......... r-.
n ro n ca m c-i ro cn ro rt m
=i-
p m ro m m m cm ro *r n
=*
n cn n ro w i-< -ro ro n
pj pj -ri i-4 i-t i-i rt r-j r-J c-j






r-, ,-, r~, <-> . o
ro> o o o . . o .-, _
q5 ^..-iQOO O O O r, ,-.
-r-




m ro p ro ro rt r-j ro <* m ro p ro ro _.
1-4 c-j ro
*=}




^- 3- =1- <=*
* =r
**-
=p "=f V) in uo n m m in ro m m ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro ro f- p p p p p. ps 7j]
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inrop<irpn<4-_0NrtPC0'3-_a,=j-rocn
m ro r-i o p ro p oo n m r-j r-j ro ro ro ro p
<* cn i^ p cd ro p ro ro cm pj ro i-< o m ro m ro r-J
Vt Vi Vi ro m r-i ro m m * m ^ m n n ro n ro m
oooooo-oininm_o
o o o o o m n ro rt
000CD<*-<3-P
oo n in roroin
(.rttDinooa)rtN+tD>rinooooon




<* in * cm m cm n in in n
=*




p co m r-i m m rt m ca <* m 't m r-i ro cn * ro cn
*proronmmPMcnnoocnM
o n m p -th cn r-i m p n ro th m o
omoPO^-oomrt^-rtPinPOPjrM




o o o ro o ro ro n cn r-j <*
rtOp-imooooOrt^-poonrorom




o o m n p m
<~, o o o o o
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mp*^-rtPco>^-a_ ro
Vi r-i m rt m r-i ro ro ro p
<* rt p ca p.j co rt co m ro r-i
Vi vt n vs Vi
<3-
m ro n ro m
ooocooinmoin
o o cn ro rt
0000<*fPO
o o o o o o in n ro in
(.la-in-nntmooon











p ro r-i m vs <* m cn * ro cn
<r ro oo o cn ro co r-i o " <~
m m p n ro r-i o
o o p vs n p m cm r-j o o
co ro c-i m m
*




























' . ......... < i













1.000 "JOB SG1I4JJO,D6GOYNV1SZIK,7,ROSS. A JOE SZYDLIK
2.000




7.000 PAGESI2E WIDE EJECT
8.000 VARIABLE LIST Al , A2 , A3 , A4 , A5 , A6 , A7
10.000 N OF CASES UNKNOWN
11.000 INPUT MEDIUM DC/EXPOFLT
12.000 INPUT FORMAT FIXED (7F12.4)
13.000 SCATTERGRAM Al WITH A2 TO A7
14.000 OPTIONS 4
15.000 STATISTICS 1,2,3,4,5,6
18.000 READ INPUT DATA
17.000 FINISH
18.000 !EOD
EOF HIT AFTER 18.
*
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Input Data File - RERUN
c itcituN
:D I T HER:
i i 1 ^ i
1 . 000 0013.203.373.312.33-2. 03
2 . 000 0023 . 033 . 233 . 1 42 = 37 1 . 37
3 . 000 0032 . 803 . 052 . 302 , 37- 1,71
4 . 000 0042 . 492 . 832 . 552 . 07- i . 55
d . 000 0052 .152. 532 . 22 1 . 78- 1 . 40
3.000 0031 .842. 191 .301 .43-1 .25
7.000 007 1 . 52 1 . 84 1 . 57 1 . 1 8- 1 . 1 0
8 . 000 003 1.201.501.25 . 83-0 . 34
3 . 000 0090 .331.1 70 . 320 . 3S-0 . SO
1 0 . 000 0 1 00 .330.310. 330 . 43-0 . 34
1 1 . 000 0110.520. 700 . 430 . 37-0 . 50
1 2 . 000 0 1 20 . 380 . 540 . 360 . 23-0 . 37
1 3 . 000 0 1 30 . 290 .410. 270 . 23-0 . 2 1
1 4 . 000 0 1 40 . 240 . 330 . 230 . 1 3-0 . 03
1 5 . 000 0 1 50 . 1 SO . 230 . 1 SO . 1 300 . 07
1 3 . 000 0 i 30 . 1 50 . 200 .130.1 400 . 2 1
1 7 . 000 0170.1 30 . 1 50 . 1 40 . 1 200 . 33
1 3 . 000 0 180.1 20 ,130.120.1 000 . 52
1 9 . 000 0120. 11 0 . 1 00 . 1 00 . 0800 . 33
20.000 020 0 . 1 00 . 030.03 0 . 0700 . 3 4






iL iL . V 0O
23 . 000
t J
. / D x
. 34
33 1












. a-. 1 ,73
. 70
-rt-
. fl ,-. ..-, -^




/ . *+ __ .45 . 3 Z .33 .41 . 42 ,41 .43 .51
23 . 000 1 . 04 .571 .041
r-j i~j
. S3 i d_l . 5>.' . 75 , 0' ., j. n 0 CT'
2 7 . 0 0 0 .23 .25 ,27 . w J. .24 m .C-J} , 23 . 23
""
--1
25.000 . i.0 .13
/ t>
.25 . 1 5 ' - ! O iL 0 Id .20




30 0 0 0 .54 .45 ,-r ,73 = 43 .43 . 43 . 43 , 45 ~=T
31 .000 i . 231 .05 . 34 1 .20 .77 .70 . 55 .54 . 73 .74
32 .000 2 . '.' 3 1 .541 .532 . 37 1 Oil . 751 , Ci / I ,751 .372 , 05









. 50 .50 . S3 .50 . 55 . 70
33.000 1 .251 , 1 S 1 .501 . >.' i. 1
* "" 1
JL X 1 . 10 .371 . 141 -?
r>
37.000 . 361 . 35 . 4 0 .47 .31
l~X1f
.35 . 3 1 a iJ} / . 35
3S . 000 .25 .27 .33 . 3S .23 .25 ,28 .24 . 25 . 29
33 . 000 .23 . 2S . 31 .40 .25
i r
.LT . 27 , 2 D . 31
40 . 000 .74 . 33 .79 .37 . Si .35 .58 . 30 .70 .71
41 .000 1 .471 . 19 .771 . i _ .37 .53 .71 . wO . 50 ,37
42.000 X . 54 1 .701 .732 .031 ,521 , 541 . 52 1 = D D x ,331 ,37




44 .000 .42 . 38 .45 . 30 . 35 . JiD . 35 , w C' .27 CV i
45 . 000 .44 4 JO .45 . OV . 3'T
T ?
. 35 , j5
ST'
43 . 000 X . 03 . 55 1 .071
*"* t*
. 3 1 . S3 c vv O .77 .511 j. .i, ^'





43 . 000 .15 . 15 _ ZZ a i_ ___. . 1 5 . 17 . 17 . 17 . i B
i-\ ^
43. 000 . 20 . IS
T> *?
,23 , 15 . 17 . 17 . 1 S
A T>'7
50 . 000 CT' *__ .47
.
.72 .38 .42 . 4 '-r W w C' O
5.1 .000 X .251 .05 . S3 1
*n




52 . 000 1 .441 .331 .571 . 30 1 B .__O J. e X d I
^^ i -,
.20: ,251 . D 0




. 33 . -i-iL d3 .37 . 34 . 35 .33 B O C'
~
^
54.00 0 . 3 1 . 53
. 4
.30 , 30 . 30 . 31 O >.' B0











. 2 1 , 22 .21
,-r-.








33.000 . 1 i .!'= . 1 5
.-)
/-i









3 1 j 000 I = C 4 . CitL
3 ^. J' a 1 3 , 32 . j4 , 47 . 43 a 32 j -o; w
7~"






Control Program - PERC
J2 . _.._7 _
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I . 0 00
2 . 000







1 0 . 0 0 0
1 1 . 000
liL . uOO
j. j . O i.' u
14.000





























D I MENS ION GR ( 1 0 ,10,4)
DIMENSION D(21,S)
D I MENS I ON ALOGH ( 1 0 , 10,4 )
DIMENSION nX(10,ll,4)
READ (105,30) ( ( D ( L , M ) , M= i , 3 ) , L= 1 , 21 )
FORMAT ( 13, 4F4. 2, F5. 2)
READ ( 1 0 5 , E 2 ) ( ( ( G R ( N , J , K ) , j = 1 , 1 0 ) , N = 1 , 1 0 ) , K = 1 , 4 )
FORMAT (10F4.2)



















*RITE (108,52) ( (D(L,M) ,M=1 ,3) ,L=1 ,21 )
FORMAT ( I3,4F10.2,F11 ,2)
1*1 it I TE ( 1 OS , 55 )
FORMAT .
'0'
,//T3, 'DENSITY VALUES - N,R,G,3'/>




.1. J A O
DO 20 J = 1 , 10
DO 30 A - 1 , 4
M = K + 1
DX = GR(N,J,K)
IF (DX,GT,D( 1 ,M) ) ALGGH(N, J ,K)=D( 1 ,3)
DG 40 LA=1,20
:_3 = LA+1
I F ( DX . EG , D ( LA , M ) 5 Ai_OGH ( N , J , K ) =D ( LA , 3 )
IF (DX.GT.D(LA,M) ) GO TO 40
IF ( DX . LT , D < L3 , M ) ) GO TO 40
DENDIF = D(l.A,."I) - D(L3,M)
D I FLOG = D ( i_3 , 5 ) D(LA,3)
DXDIF = D(l-A,M) - DX
RA 1 uX = xJXu x r 1 D c AtD j. F
ALuuri.N, j ,K ! - ( RA 1 DX * D I F L 3 G 5 -r D ( 7_ A 3 )
IF (DX.i_cD(2i,iv;)) A i_ _. Gn ( N , J , K ) = D ( 2 1 , 3 )
HX ( N 7 J , K ) = 1 0-*-* ( ALGGH ( N , J .- K ) )
0 0 N 1 I Nu c.
CONTINUE




40 . 000 *R ; TE (1 03 , 70 )
4i-000 70 'r^^T ( '0' , //T3, 'LOO EXFG5LRE VAi_L.ES - i_GG .-, -
t ^ . '-.'Ou -nit lie (1 OS , 72 ) < { ( ALOGH ( N , J X ) i J = .,lv) ,.\=o C ) , X = I
43.000 72 FORMAT (10F5.3)
44.0o0 /-"RITE (103,75)






EX -GSURE VAi_u'E3 - H - '/)
43 . 000 l*.R I TE ( 1 OS , 77 ) ( ( ( HX ( N , - , X ) , j = I , 1 0 ) , N= ;. , 1 0 ) , a = 1 , 4 )
47.000 ~7 FCRMAT (10F-3.3)
43,000 DC 7 K=l,4
4 3 , o 0 o DO 3 ,\ = 1 , 1 0
50 . 000 IF ( N . EG , I ) HX ( 1 . 1 1 , X ) =
5 x ,000 I F ( N . EG . 2 ) -X ( 2 , 1 1 , X ) =
52 . 000 IF ( N . EG . 3 ) HX ( 3 , i 1 , X ) =
53 . 000 IF ( N . EG . 4 ) HX ( 4 , 1 1 , X ) =
54,000 IF (N.E3.5) HX(3,il,X) =
55.000 I F ( N , E5 , 3 5 n X ( 3 , i 1 , X ) =
53.000 I F ( N , i0 . 7 ) r X ( 7 , 1 i , X ) =
57 , 000 I F ( N . E 3 , 5 ) H X 3 , 1 1 , X > =
33 IF(i\.c.G.3)nX(5,il,X) =
D . wO 1 r v in cli , i v ; n,\ \ 1 i.- , * i , i\ /
-
50 . 000 S 00 iM T I NUc
31 .000 7 CCNTINuE
82.000 WRITE (103,33 5 ( ( ( HX ( N , j , X ) , _ = 1 , 1 1 ) , N= 1 , 10 )
33 . 000 35 FORMAT ( 1 1 F5 . 3 )
84. 0 0 0 ST 0 ?
35. 0 0 0 E\D





a 1 0 0 0
a 5 3 00
,. 3700










a f u r




0 0 0 . 0 5 0 ,033 . 0S3 . 0^4 .073 ,077 .072 ,075 .0^1 r 0 3 1 0 3 2
. 0 0 0 , 252 .233 . __ Z __ ,171 . 323 , 304 , 253 . 3 1 0 . i_ _a u ^ 7_ W J, _ O w
5 , 0 0 0 . o 44 . 400 .044
> r
0 iL V / . 400 , 403 , 3733 .405 0 7 _. 3 1 3 a 23 1
4. 0 C 0 .352
/-i j-> /-i
. wfcO .337 ,232 ,415 .400 , Oiw iL a *-r0 K ' .00 -_.-> a uD i a_ O 73
^\ 0 00 . 1 35 j. O ^ a 1 35 .112 . 1 S3 . lod a 1 33 a 200 , 1 33 u .-.37 H A -' 0
o . 0 0 0 .753 b O j. Lj 70S . 535 . 571 0 1 a , / D - a 5 1 3 , 755 B 753 B D 3 0
7 . 0 0 0 1 = o33 i . i;S a _.b2 .5131 allSA . 1IS1 , UbJi
a -yr^ a
a A / A . 0 O ^a A a 0 i A- B 37 0
3 , 0 00 1 .0531 vo5l . O A iL , 7531 .1751 . a. A Ca A , 0531 a 0551 . 0 1 2 a 513 u 5 5 0
_. . 000 . 304 > uu / . 2 w 2 ,215 . 350 .353 . 344 . oS3 ,237 . 253 s 153
10 . 0 U 0 .-ill o _L / , 252 . 1 1 Z' .203
O T C
a AaLO a i_w w , 3 1J 4 . 2 0 5 , i_ A *_ a 0 0 0
1 1 . 000 - 034 . 072 ,071 .047 .031 = 054 ,077 " 0 C' -T- . 0 7 7 , 0 S 5 a 032
-
--?
000 ,235 **___'! .23 3 ,151 .284 ,311 237
a
a O A O , a_ O / a 2 00 a 35
i 3 . 000 .322 .347 .257 ,220 , 555 a OS 1 . 354 , 555 , 3-t-T r 22 -/ . 221
a 4 . 0 0 0 ,307 .347 M .__ i_J lj . 225 .351 s w C> a. a 341 ,33: ,24^ . 0 1 0 c 2 -w'S
-
-







1 5 = 0 0 (j .7S5
a 1-1 a




Jl . i-' __ __ A , a. aAO . 37 1 . D / __ X . 3801 .2401 .0731 ,3051 , 0 3 o 1 a >-.' J 0 a 570
J. tj m 000 1 . 0331 ,073 .345 . 544 1 .2401 _ i_>V i_5 X . 1231 , 2 4 0 1 . 0-33 a 345 a 5 30
i 00 . 000
*"i C- "7
. _L_J/ 1 uiLi_ .275 .210 .374 .347 .328 . 3S 1 a O 1 3 3 311 _ I 35
20. 000 . 1 IS . 153 .234 . 170 .210 .205 . S-^-l , *XOo o 244 0 0 il>
" "
00 0 . 050 . OSS .0 34 , 043 .078 ,052 a 0 7 w . OS A .072 ,- Oc 5 a !- O iL
ii. C a 000 .272 ,310 , 242 . 175 H l-li. ^ , 33 1 , Ji ij .547 . 25 -1 3 A. a- w a I bo
23. 000 .372 .407 .347 .257 .444,444 . 444 ,417 c i-; (-; ,x. B 7 0 ...
*_ 4 . 000 , 353 ,407 ,347 . 257 a *. O jL. .455 ,417 a 407 , A) A 0 n AOO
25. 000 .140
!
M4S . 137 ,115 a J. DD . 155 .153 .155 B A 7 X e A OO a 1 00
23. 000 .733 .733 .317 ,5331 .042 .371 .371 ,552 .735 c
a )
D A / B 550
27, 0 0 0 1. 1071 , 175
~ *?
.5251 . 5231 .3501 ,3S0i ,3E0l A/D a 552 B w / O
25. 000 I .0421 _ 107 .555 . 57 1 1
> -> r-v .
. 3 50 1 .3501 a O i. A- A a 175 a 523 3 5 5 '-.'
25 . 0 00 .
" c- 5 a J _. J. ,277 0 i_ a. 0 . 407 , 372 ,355
-- r- r^
, oao a O O w . 257 1 .-:
"
30 . 000 ,110 . 134
*7*7Cj
. 054 .207 ,205 ,2SS ,304 a Al '_' D , ilr OJ . 0 ;"' 0
j i . 000 .055 . 035 . OS 4 . 045 . 075 .075 .074 .073 ,075 '.".
'~
3 0 0 *_
- t
Zj 0 0 ?<r,
r>
- 303 . X. J O . 2 : 0 a O 1 3 , 3d4 .341 >. LT> +Z. i_D 3 LI ' 7 -ji B j_ j. ;.j 1 a 3
O O 0 0 0 . 35,1<-
/ > /-- 1




X ,. . 353 a *T J. i 232 25 a.
34 . 0 00 -^^ c O O 1 , 353 D O0O . 3E5
-. 1 1
,411 -411 a wC"'C' , w .L O _ _ wb




w j J. ~XXi A
---'
-.'
53 , X o :; . 5^3 w"O *-J . _. 0 0 ."13. c 72 ,733 .3/2 . .- 35 ^
j
*7 u "' O *_ c 30
57, j 0 0 a w _J iL . 552 .552 , 7551 . 3501 . 3 _. 0 1 , 1751 j * /C-j. a O '2 k; 3 W / J. 5 70
-
0 00 , 571 .552
-r-n
, wOiL , __ 721 a A / D A . 0331
j
-7 cr ..
05 o 7r r 5 3 0





i. Z52 1 o3










W 0 0 0
1 .- T ,- ,-.
EDIT HERE
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Input Data File - REDO
1 ? 000 00 13.2 15 ? 4 1 5 . 334 ? 96-2 , 03
2 . 000 0023 . 045 . 355 * 204 . S3 -1 . 87
3 , 000 0032 ? 7 75 ? 254 . 964 ? 56-1 .71
4,000 0042.335. 134, 654 .23-1 ? 55
5 , 000 0052 ,104.914. 233 . 92-- 1 , 40
6 . 000 0061 . 784 . 624 .933 ? 60-1 , 25
7 . 000 0071 , 484 , 273 . 613 . 29-1 , 10
8 , 000 0081 . 193 , 933 . 233 , 00-0 . 94
9 . 000 0090 .913. 582 . 992 . 73-0 , 80
1 0 . 000 0 1 00 , 703 . 282 , 732 , 50-0 . 64
1 1 , 000 0 1 1 0 , 533 , 042 . 502 . 32-0 , 50
12 , 000 0120 , 382 . 852 . 332 , 23-0 , 37
13 ? 000 0130 . 272 . 702 , 192 . 16-0 ,21
1 4 , 000 0 140 , 2 1 2.592, 1 22 . 1 1 -0 . 06
15,000 0150,142.512.062.07 0.07
16,000 0160.132.432,022,04 0,21
1 7 . 000 0 1 70 . 122 . 381 . 992 . 02 0,36
18.000 0180.112.341.972,01 0.52
19,000 0190,102,311,962,00 0,68
20 . 000 0200 .092.291, 95 1 , 99 0 , 84
21,000 0210,082.231,941,98 0,99
22,000 6,0 3,8 3,7 3,3 3.25
23.000 18,1 2,5 2,7 2.35 2.7
24.000 10,1 5.6 3,4 3,25 2.9
25,000 10,4 4.7 3.0 2.95 2.7
26.000 13.0 2.8 2,7 2.4 2.3
27.000 11.4 3.2 3,2 2.5 2.4
28,000 15.1 2.9 2,75 2,35 2.3
29,000 7,2 14,6 11.4 1.1,4 10.7
30.000 23.2 9,5 9,75 9,5510,3
31,000 11,6 10,9 9^7 10,0 9,3
32,000 17,3 13,0 11.2 11.3 11.2
33,000 20,3 10,0 9.3 9.75 9.9
34,000 15,1 10.8 10.6510.4 10.3
35.000 17.6 10.5 9,7 9.9 9.9
36,000 5.8 7,5 7.6 6,7 6,3
37,000 16.6 5.9 6.25 5.75 6.1
38,000 9.0 9.95 7.5 7,05 6.75
39.000 1.1.2 8,75 6,3 6,6 6.4
40.000 16,4 6,25 6,3 5,7 5,6
41.000 11,2 6.9 6,8 6.0 5.8
42.000 15.7 6,5 6,3 5,3 5.7
43.000 2,2 6.9 6.8 6.2 6,0
44.000 13.2 6.2 6.2 5.7 5.8
45,000 2,3 7,65 6.75 6.05 6.0
46.000 3.6 3,45 6.4_
6,2 5,8
47 , 000 13,6 6,4 6 , 1 b 5,75 5 . 4
48.000 3,2 6.3 6.4 5,75 5,6
49 > 000 12,0 6,5 6.1 5,6 5,3
50.000 0.0 2,0 3.0 0.0 6,0
000 0,0 1,0 4.0 1,0 6,0
32,000 0,0 5.0 4,0 3,0 5,0
53,000 0,0 6,0 4,0 3,0 5,0
54,000 0,0 J*0 3-0 1.0 5,0
55.000 0,0 4.0 3*0 1,0 5.0












1.000 ! JOB 6G1I4JJ0,D6G0YN01SZIK,7,R0SS. A.J. SZYDLIK
















Main Program - FLIGHT
71- '000 DIMENSION DIST(7?5?5)
2,000 DIMENSION DLOGH ( 21 ? 6 )
3,000 DIMENSION ALOGI-K 7 ? 5 ? 4 )
4,000 DIMENSION DENSI(7?5?4)
5,000 DIMENSION EXPOC ( 7 ? 5 ? 4 )
6,000 DIMENSION EXPOS < 7 > 5 ? 4 )
7,000 DIMENSION CFACT ( 7 ? 5 ? 4 )
8,000 DIMENSION ALTIT(7?5?4)
9,000 READ (105 ? 80) ( ( DLOGH (L ? M ) ? M^l ? 6 ) ? L-l ? 21 )
1 0 , 000 80 F 0RM A T ( 1 3 ? 4F4,2? I- 5,2)
l-t000 READ <7105?32> ( ( ( DIST ( N? J ? K ) ? J-l ? 5 ) ? N-l j 7 ) ? K-l ? 5 )
12.000 82 FORMAT (5F5.2)
13.000 WRITE (1081-90)














16,000 WRITE (103?92) ( ( DLOGH ( L ? M ) ? M==l ? 6 ) ? L=l . 21 )
17.000 92 FORMAT ( 13 . 4F10 . 2? F 1 1 . 2 >







DISTANCE * MICRO-D DENSITY VALUES
20,000 WRITE (108.97) ( ( (DIST ( N. J ? K ) ? 0=1 ? 5 ) ? N~l ? 7 ) *K=1 ?5 )
21,000 97 FORMAT (5F10.2)
22,000 DO 10 N=1.7
DO 20 J-l? 5
DO 30 K=ly4
IF (J.EQ.l) GO TO 45
M = K + l
IF (K.EQ.l) DENSI (N?J?K) := DIS'f(N?J?K) $ 0,131
I F ( K , GT , 1 ) DENS I ( N ? J > K ) ( D I ST ( N ? J ? K ) % 0.131)
DX = DENSI (Nj J? K)
IF ( DX , GT , DLOGH ( 1 ? M ) ) ALOGH ( N ? J ? K ) =DL0GI-l ( 1 ? 6 )
26,000
27,000




32.000 LB - I...A-M.
33 . 000 IF ( DX . EQ , DLOGH ( LA ? M ) ) ALOGH ( N ? J > K ) -DLOGH ( LA ? 6 )
34,000 IF (DX,GT, DLOGH (LA? M) ) GO TO 40
35,000 I F ( DX , I...T , D I... 0G H ( I... B ? M ) ) (30 T 0 40
36,000 DENDIF
= DLOGH ( LA ? M ) - DLOGH ( LB M >
37,000 D I FLOG
- DLOGH ( LB ? 6 ) - DLOGH (LA? 6)
38,000 DXDIF
= DLOGH ( LA ? M )
- DX
39,000 RATDX
=: DXDIF / DENDIF
40,000 ALOGH (N?J?K)
= (RATDX * D I FLOG) f DLOGH ( LA ? 6 )
4;[
*
000 I E ( DX , LE , DLOGH
( 2 1 ? M ) ) ALOGH ( N ? J ? K )
-
DLOGH (21-67
xZ'2 ,000 EXPOS ( N ? J





44 * RAD = A l AN ( ( ( D I ST ( N ? J . 5 > /4 , 0 ) * 25 , 4 ) / 80.0)
4^' IP CJ.E0.2) HITE = 2000
**? IF <J.EQ.3) HITE = 4000
4/4000 IF (-J.EQ.4) HITE = 6000
48 *000 IF (J.EQ.5) HITE = 12000
49,000
ALTIT(N.J.K) = HITE * (1.0 / COS (RAD))
5'000
CFACT(N.J.K) = 1,0 / ((COS (RAD)) ** 3)
51*000 EXPOC < N.J fK) = EXPOS(N?J?K) * CFACT < N ? J ? K )
52.000 GO TO 30
53,000 45 AL0GI-KN?1?K) =4,0
54,000 DENSKN.l.K) = 3,0
55*000 EXPOS(N.l.K) = 2,0
56.000 EXPOC(N.l.K) = DIST ( N ? 1 ?K )




61,000 WRITE (108? 60)







63,000 WRITE (108.62. ( ( ( DENSI ( N ? J ? K ) ? J = l .5) ? N=l ? 7 ) t K=l t 4 )
64.000 62 FORMAT (5F12,4)
65,000 WRITE < 108.70)




LOG EXPOSURE VALUES - LOG H -'/)
67.000 WRITE (108.72) ( ( ( ALOGH( N ? J?K) ? J=l ? 5 ) ?N=1 .7 ) ? K=l ?4)
68.000 72 FORMAT (5F12.4)
69.000 WRITE (108.75)





71.000 WRITE (108?77) ( ( ( EXPOS( N ? J?K ) , J=l .5) .N=l? 7 ) .K=lt 4 )
72.000 77 FORMAT (5F12.4)
73.000 WRITE (108? 76)
74.000 76 FORMAT C
0'
.
//T3 ? 'EXPOSURE VALUES - CORRECTED FOR
FALLOFF'
)
75.000 WRITE (108.78) ( ( ( EXPOC ( N ? J ?K) ? J=:L ? 5) * N=l ? 7 ) ?K=1 ? 4 )
76,000 78 FORMAT (5F12.4)
77.000 WRITE (108?71)








79.000 WRITE (108? 73) ( ( ( CFACT(N J? K) ? J=l ?5) ? N=l ? 7 ) ? K=l ? 4 )
80.000 73 FORMAT (5F12.4)
81.000 WRITE (108?64)




ALTITUDE - AIR COLUMN ')
83.000 WRITE (108? 66) ( ( ( ALTIT ( N ? J . K ) ? J=l t 5) ? N=l 7 ) ? K=l ? 4 )
84.000 66 FORMAT (5F12.0)
85.000 WRITE (103? 15) ( ( ( EXPOS ( N ? J ? K) , J=l ? 5 ) ? N=l ? 7 ) ? K=l ? 4 )
86.000 15 FORMAT (5F12.4)
87.000 WRITE (103?99) ( ( ( EXPOC ( N? J?K ) * J=l y 5 ) ? N=l ? 7 ) ? K=l ? 4 )
88.000 99 FORMAT (5F12.4)
89.000 STOP
90.000 END
-EOF HIT AFTER 90,
*
E EXPOREDO
EDIT HERE APPENDIX S-3 139
* Output Data File - EXPO REDO
TY 1-999
1,000 2,0000 ,3372 ,3461 7P A ".?, -.j \.i -nr -, , 3894
2 , 000 2,0000 ,5086 ,4659 ,5432 ,4659
3,000 2,0000 ,2160 ,3744 ,3894 .4267
4,000 2,0000 ,2688 ,4157 ,4211 ,4659
5,000 2.0000
,4459 ,4659 ,5314 .5552
6,000 2.0000 ,3945 ,3945 ,5086 .5314
7.000 2.0000 ,4267 .4558 ,5432 V _._W \J A-
8.000 2.0000 ,1947 .3403 ,3403 . 3932
9.000 2,0000 ,5528 .5100 ,5439 .4273
10,000 2.0000 ,3773 .5183 ,4706 .5019
11,000 2.0000 ,2540 ,3547 ,3474 .3547
12,000 2 , 0000 ,4706 ,5019 ,5100 .4860
13,000 2,0000 ,3852 ,3973 ,4183 .4273
14.000 2,0000 ,4098 ,5183 , 4860 ,4860
15,000 2,0000 ,3261 ,3187 ,3922 ,3833
16.000 2.0000 ,4957 .4394 ,5221 ,4627
17.000 2.0000 ,2064 .3261 ,3618 ,3877
18.000 2.0000 ,2576 .3833 ,4014 , 4203
19,000 2.0000 ,4394 .4319 .5311 ,5498
20,000 2.0000 ,3745 .3833 ,4739 ,5131
21,000 2,0000 ,4107 .4319 ,5131 ,531 1
22,000 2,0000 ,2721 .2786 ,3245 ,3541
23.000 2,0000 ,3245 .3245 ,4035 ,3363
24,000 2,0000 ,2283 .2819 ,3465 ,3541
25.000 2,0000 ,1930 .3060 ,3245 ,3863
26.000 2,0000 ,3060 .3317 ,3948 ,4805
27,000 2,0000 ,2786 ,3060 ,3948 ,4215
28,000 2,0000 ,2989 ,3390 .4215 .5148
29.000 6.0000 ,3500 .3760 ,3343 ,5291
30.000 18,1000 ,5134 ,5380 ,5483 .6330
31.000 10.1000 .2935 .4324 ,4229 ,5314
32.000 10.4000 , 3653 .4801 .4574 .5802
33.000 18.0000 ,5150 .5060 ,5364 .6914
34.000 11,4000 , 4556 .4285 ,5134 ,6618
35.000 15.1000 .5798 . 5676 ,5638 ,7545
36.000 7,2000 ,2021 .3697 .3403 ,5343
37.000 23,2000 ,5580 .5891 ,5491 .5807
33 . 000 11 ,6000 .5127 .5986 . J 1 1 A. .6250
39.000 17,3000 .3452 .4096 ,3774 .4417
40 . 000 20,3000 , 5 435 .5452 ,5149 .6052
41 .000 15.1000 ,4449 .4316 ,4223 .5322
42.000 17.6000 ,5568 ? 6455 ,5045 . 6604
43.000 5,8000 ,3385 .3462 ,3922 ,5203






K.I / .3930 ,4828
46,000 11,2000 ,3501 .4427 . 4360 ,5234
47,000 16,4000 ,5075 ,4691
i~
/ -\
+ K.i tJH O
48.000 1 1 , 2000 ,432o ,4163 ,4835 , 6390
49,000 15,7000 ,5581 ,5376
c*
~r '-* *-.'
* - .'j A -
'"
2 1 "7
50,000 2,2000 ..;.a *. .j ,3026 ,3245 ,4811
51,000 13,2000 ,3276 , 0 T8 ,4074 ,5250
52 , 000 2,3000
,3102 , 3 725 3 , 37.:>3 , 4 .a ;|_ ()
53,000 3,6000 t, a_ \j /_.
..: , 0u _j -4 * 6 .j .*_b ,4811
54,000 IG.oOOO




So, 000 12, 7)000 ,400 1 ,4222 ,4375 ,6?95
APPENDIX T





Figure 29. Correlation of atmospheric scatter values calculated by
the ground truth method with the values calculated
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